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IiiTEODUCTIOU
According to the United States Census reports of
19ii7 (1) the Jewish population of the United States is
placed at 4,2k.8,0&9 which is 3.58 per cent of the estimated
total population. It is further reported that over 4,000,000
Jews reside in places where they have permanent congregations
ana all other organizations and institutions which are
usually created to satisfy the religious, educational, and
social needs of the Jewish people as a living group. This
iact is very significant, as it indicates that almost 97
per cent of the total Jewish population of the country have
succeeded in creating for themselves, in a rather short span
of time, an independent religious and social group life.
The Statistical Department of the ianerican Jewish
Committee in conjunction with the .bureau of Jewish Social
Research has made further investigation in the same year,
and according to their findings (&) the Jews have a network
of hundreds of institutions for elementary Jewish education;
a number of institutions for secondary education; a few
(1) Estimate of Jewish lopulation , gjJli Jewish Year .Book,
Vol. 51, p. 360.
(E) H. S. Linfield, The Communal Organisations for Jewish
Education, The Jewish Year Book, 1929-30, "Vol. 31, pp. 1E6-161

3institutions for vocational and technical education, some
for the training of communal functionaries, such as rabbis,
teachers, and social workers; one institution for higher
education with the right to confer a doctoral degree, and one
liberal arts college. There was also a network of insti-
tutions, which may be designated as educational-recreational
such as Young iiLen's and Women's Hebrew Associations, centers,
study groups, junior leagues, and other agencies for educa-
tional and cultural activities. There were also a few large
libraries supported by a great many smaller libraries in
many Jewisn institutions and congregations, used as a medium
to spread Jewisn culture. The Jewish press, too, was found
to be a permanent institution in American Jewry, reaching a
very large proportion of the Jewish population through its
numerous periodicals and newspapers in Hebrew, Yiddish, and
English.
It was estimated (1) that in 1927 only about k.9
per oent of the 845,000 children of elementary school age
received Jewish instruction. This percentage, would, no
doubt, greatly decrease if older age groups would be in-
cluded xn the investigation. Yet this fact does not dimi-
nish in the least the magnitude of Jewish educational acti-
vities in this country.
(1) David I. Cederbaum, Bureau of Jewish social research
,
Jewish Education, January 19^9.

4.
Jewish education as a profession and as an orga-
nised communal activity is only about twenty-five years old,
and this is certainly a short period in the lifetime of a
people. The results are very significant as they show in-
tensive activity and an upward movement despite the dis-
tracting effect of the Great Y/ar and the depression. The
present trend is one of rapid growth and expansion. The
number of pupils in the elementary schools is constantly
growing and the length of sessions is being increased in
many of the orthodox, conservative, and communal schools.
Particularly marked have been the introduction of the
Hebrew language into the curricula oi the man;/ reform Sunday
Schools and the movement to transform tne Sunday School
into & or S days per week schools. Adult education and
extensive work too have been stimulated, by the recent wave
of anti-semitism in Europe and particularly by the sad hap-
penings in Germany, and generally it can be stated that a
great educational revival is now on foot in every Jewish
community in this country*
All these facts indicate clearly that Jewish
education as a system and ao a part oi Jewish life in this
country has come to stay. The Jews naturally take pride
in the stabilisation of their group life in this glorious
land and in its rapid development. Israel's ruling passion
has always been for education, and it is quite natural that
she shall always resort to eaucation to lortiiy her position

5and to restore to herself the high position whicn her people
held as "the people 01 the Book."
It is a well-known fact, however, that the Jews
take no less pride in their American citizenship. The na-
tive American Jews as well as those who became ^mie ricans by
choice, treasure their American citizenship and all that it
stands for, and they are all vitally interested in the pro-
gress and welfare 01 this country. The Jews rejoice not
only in the peace and freedom they have found here, but also
in the privilege they were afforde^ to share with ail the
races and nations of the world in the building up of the
great American nation and in the shaping of the genuine Am-
erican democracy.
The American nation is unlike any other nation
in many respects. It may lack the tradition of a^e but it
possesses the vigor and faith of youta. It does not trace
its origin and development to any one civilisation or to
any one ancestry. All who have come aere from all the cor-
ners of the sorld bringing witn them their civilization and
tneir cultures and the experiences 01 ages and, joining hands
together, to build a new nation ana a new civilization free
from all the errors of injustice and maladjustment of the
past. Professor E. P. Cubberly is certainly right when he
says that the real American nation is still in the making.
Americanization and amalgamation is a continuous process in

6this country. It has begun with the landing of our fathers
and it has never ceased since. Angle and oaxon, Teuton and
Hun, Homan and Slav, Serb and Bulgar, Arian and Semite— all
are here to build the great American Nation, (1)
As Americans, then, the Jews themselves are vital-
ly interested in the civic values of their own group activi-
ties and endeavors, They realize that citizenship does not
only impart rights and privileges, but that it also imposes
duties and obligations. In loyalty to their adopted land,
they stand ready tc abide by her wishes and needs.
It is therefore of vital importance for the Jewish
citizens of America to know exactly the criteria for judging
the citizenship worth of any educational activity. What are
the aims and objectives of Jewish education? Are these ob-
jectives definitely related to the programs of the various
Jewish eduoational institutions? And are these objectives
in harmony with the aims and objectives of citizenship? Has
Jewish education any part in the making of useful men and
women? Does it assist in fitting our youth for the duties
of life? Does it make a real contribution to American life?
Does it give society at large something fine and noble in
character? Does Jewish education fortify its bo^s and girls
against temptation and give them a passion for righteousness?
TT) E, B. Cubberl^ , Some Larger Aspects of Citizenship
Training
, Teachers' College itecord XXVII, karch li^*,.

CHAPTER I
SURVIVAL OH EXTINCTION
Before answering the questions raised in the
preceding chapter there are several other wery vital prob-
lems which must he discussed to some extent in order that
we may find a firm basis for the answers which are to fol-
low in the course of our discussion.
The first of these problems touches the very
heart of the whole Jewish question with which the Jews have
been confronted for almost two thousand years. Survival
or extinction? Have the Jewish people the will and the
power to live on as a distinct group and to play another
great part in the diama of history of mankind? Or perhaps
their historio part has been played already in the distant
past and they are moving now towards ultimate extinction?
This question is of vital importance not only to the Jews
themselves but to the whole world as well.
In the historic process of struggle between
nations and peoples the tendency has always been to exter-
minate the weaker nations and races. That the very same
process and method was applied towards the Jewish people
ifi a matter of record* "It seemed at times," said Graetz
somewhere, "as if all the powers of earth had conspired

8to exterminate the Jewish people." Mo one can re^lxy ever
attempt to measure the exact suffering and humiliation which
the Jewish people were called upon to endure century upon
century. Persecution came to the Jews in its most horrible
forms* and in most instances it was for the sole purpose of
utter extermination. The Jews, however, have withstood
all the storms and evil which were arrayed against them.
Babylon and Home, Ancient Greece and Syria and some of the
other mighty nations who were determined to destroy the Jew
have vanished from the globe while Israel is still here
offering in every generation many of her chosen sons to
serve mankind in every field of human endeavor. History
itself cannot offer any explanation of this extraordinary
phenomenon, *t can assert, however, as a fact that the Jew
and Judaism cannot be drowned in tears and blood. If they
are doomed to extinction at all, it must come through as-
similation and fusion.
Many Jews and non-Jews have predicted such an end
for the Jewish people. Some of them have even prescribed it
as the most logical solution to this preplexihg Jewish prob-
lem. Some further investigation will show, however, that
assimilation too is inaaeguate to bring about the extinction
of the Jewish people. It has been applied in vain through-
out history almost in every land. "Germany was the great
laboratory for the experimentation of Jewish assimilation

9in a capitalist io society* It was an une scaped part of the
modern historic process* But the experiment has failed." (1)
Assimilation is impossible for many reasons* First
because the Jew cannot abandon himself any more than the
members of any other fold can do so. It is impossible also*
because time cannot be turned back, history relived, the
Jew permitted to share the national experiences of the peoples
among whom he has lived for so many centuries. And what is
most significant is the fact that even those nations who
demand the assimilation of the Jew are not sincere about it
and they resist it. How is it possible then for the Jew
to assimilate? Many Jews have tried it by using every pos-
sible method, but they remained Jews just the same. Some
individuals only or some small groups have managed somehow
in the past to disappear as Jews, but the Jewish people as
a whole cannot disappear. (2)
It is also very doubtful whether assimilation
will ever be possible even under a eommunistic system. The
contrary may be inferred from Ambassador Irajanonsky* s utter-
ance here in Boston: "Kussian nationalism," said he, " continues
to exist in Soviet Union* ••• We are proud that inthe Soviet
(1) Ludwig Lewisohn, Israel, pp* 33-42
(2) Ibid.

Union, the Ukrainian, Armenian, Kazaks, and other national-
ities are developing their own cultures. . •" (1) This
policy is surely applied to all minorities permitting them
to retain their national cultures thus checking their as-
similation. It seams evident then that extinction of the
Jewish people so far has proved impossible and perhaps
also inadvisable. Their preservation, therefore, seems to
be assured* Religion, sociaology, and philosophy support
their survival on many grounds. For out study it will be
sufficient to mention, what it seems to me are the major
causes of their survival.
The first principle of natural conservation is
the danger of extinction. 'J-'he oonds of any normal social
group tighten with the threatening danger of extinction.
"The programs in the Eastern Europe aroused the Jews not
only because of suffering of innocent co-religionists. The
roots of Jewish life were attacked. They arose as a people
not as a church. Uot merely a generous philanthrophy, but
the call of one's blood impelled them in the post-war
crisis*" (2) The present awakening of Jewish consciousness
throughout the world has been stimulated by the wave of anti-
semitism and by the horrors of Hitlerism. It is human nature
(1) A* Trayanovsky, Address at Boston Banquet , March 8, 1924
(£) Friedman, Survival or Extinction , p. 40
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that the danger of death shall stimulate the desire for life.
Another element which tends to preserve the Jews
is their religion and cultural heritage coupled with their
long history extending over 8,000 years filled with great
spiritual contributions to humanity. There is nothing anti-
quated in the basic doctrines of Judaism even today. They
contain all the guidance that any modern people may need.
Prophetic Judaism has all the ideals for worlds to come, and
how can any civilization exterminate the source from which
it springs.
It may sound paradoxical but it is true that the
spiritual power of Christianity is greatly responsible for
the existence of Judaism, tne intelligent Christians and
Jews know well that between Christianity and Judaism there
is more resemblance than difference. Both profess monotheism.
Both worship tne same God, The Bible of the Christians
includes the sacred Scriptures of the Hebrews. The Gofipel
was stated on the highest authority to be the fulfilment of
the law and the prophets. According to Heine, a Converted
Jew, "Protestantism is simply a Judaism that allows you to
eat pork," In Lessing^, Nathan the Wise » the Christian
monk says to the Jewish Nathan: "Heaven bless usl That
which makes me to you a Christian, makes you to me a Jew,"
This close relationship and resemblance between

IE
Christianity and Judaism is, no doubt, strengthening both
and keeping both Christians and Jews firm in their faith
and loyal to their groups, -cor it certainly would be un-
christian for the Christians to destroy Judaism. The Jews,
too, could not be expected In times when rigidty is removed
from Religion and life, to renounce their own religion and
to.-accept another religion which resembles it*
In the light of the above causes and many more
which I have not mentioned here but which touch on the
inherent rights of men, it is obvious that no one is justified
to question the right of the Jews to exist as Jews. Such a
question "is an insult to the Jewish people, and since no
other people is required to defend by argument its right to
survive. Hot only the German and frenchman, but the Serbian,
the Bulgarian, the Roumanian—less numerous and infinitely
less gifted than the Jews— would never for moment think of
entering on such an argument." (1)
Futhermore , Judaism has not lost yet its useful-
ness as a religion and as a philosophy at least for the
Jews themselves. Individuals can have personal ideals and
a personal religion, but a race or a people must have social
ideals and a social religion inspiring the whole group to
nobler aspirations and to a higher life. And Judaism has at
(1) Dr. A. Huppip, The Jews of Today , p. HE
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least aeeomplished that in the past, if nothing else. The
preservation of Judaism then becomes of vital importance
not only to the Jews themselves but also to all the other
nations of the world in whose midst the Jews live. IPor in
the final analysis society at large is no better than its
components, and the salvation of mankind does not lie in
the improvement ANpelevation of ene race or one nation only.
The question is only how shall the Jews proceed
to preserve their type as a normal living group, and what
reconciliations shall be made between them anci the non-
Jewish world. Their individual efforts in the past have
failed. The degree of preservation they have achieved was
at the expense of their own normal development and also at
the expense of universal fellowship. The sacrifices the
Jews have made and are still making in many lands for their
preservation are too high a price for humanity to demand it
of them. The continuous friction and antagonism towards them
which still exists in the hearts of multitudes As by far
not a symptom of the spiritual whclesomeness of mankind. It
ill high time, therefore, for the non*Jewish world to aid
the Jews in the solution of their most difficult problem,
aiding in this manner the whole world to a better under-
standing and to a greater happiness.
The varied condition of the Jews throughout the
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world coupled with the varied tendencies of Jewish thought
have given rise to numerous theories of Jewish survival.
Some of these are based entirely on religious motives.
Other theories have taken nationalism in its varied forms
and phases as their main foundation. ^ti±l others are econo-
mic in philosophy and application. And some of the theories
are combinations of all sorts and shades, bringing in" the
combined influence of religion, nationalism, and ecomonics. (1)
As a result of nineteen hundred years of wandering and per-
secution the Jews themselves cannot point to any demarcation
between these influences, The Jew today may embrace one
theory or another, he may express one philosophy or another
and he may even join one movement or another, but upon analy-
sis it will be found that the Jewish personality as it emerged
from its past experiences is the product of his religion,
nationality, and economic status all combined. The question
is only which influence is predominating at certain times
and which influence is called forth by certain circumstances
and conditions.
Are the Jewish people a nation or a religion?
Are they only a class or perhaps a state of mind as Eautsky
thought? These questions have been asked and answered many
IT) Samuel Dinin, Judaism in a Changing Civilization , pp. 1-48
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times by Jews and non-Jews alike. 'xlhe truth is, however,
that the Jews are at times a nation and at times a religion.
In certain cases they are merely a class and in some instan-
ces, when all other elements are lacking
t
the yare only a state
od mind. And so is Judaism* It is a way of life to them
that grasp it and uphold it, it is a formal religion to
others, and a nationalistic fortress to still others. And
to those children of Israel who have never been touched by
the fire of a living Judaism it is only a state of mind.
This great variation between the Jews themselves in attitude
and philosophy is, as I have mentioned before, due largely
to the difference in their background, circumstances, and
influence. This perhaps will explain best the paradoxical
phenomenon of Jewish unity and division. The same circum-
stances will call out the same influences ana Jewish unity
will be apparent. Under varied circumstances however, the
varied Jewish units will be moved by varied influences and
they will appear separated and divided.
It seems, clear, therefore, that no Jewish prob-
lem can be discussed in the abstract. The time and place,
the circumstances are all very important elements. The
question of Jewish survival, therefore, cannot be given the
same interpretation in every land. What may be good and
right for the Jews of Germany or Poland may not be good or
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right at all for the Jews of England or America, or France.
The Jews of Palestine have certainly their own problems
and their own aspiration which cannot be forced on the Jews
of any other country, -'•he Jews of America, too, have their
L
own problems wnich cannot be solved after some general fashi
or pattern. The solution of the Jewish problem in America
must be found to a large extent in Jewish American life
itself .Even Zionism and Nationalism cannot be accepted by
American Jews in the same light as they are accepted else-
where, restricting in this manner their effect An Jewish
education to their religious and cultural influences.
Zionism as we know is not an outlawed or secret
Jewish organization conspiring to accomplish certain ob-
jectives which are out of harmony with Christians or Jewish
ideals. According to the Basle programme, "Zionism strives
to create for the Jewish people a home in Palestine secured
by the public law." Thus Zionism stood, as it still stands,
for the creation in Palestine of a Jewish national home*
But the emphasis was aifferently distributed by different
types of mind. To some the significant word was Jewish , to
others it was, national , to others again it was, home (1)
The League of Nations to which the Jews have turned in their
hour of need for council and aid has known quite well ttee
(1) Leonard Stein, Zionism , J>. 89
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the various aspects of Zionism. The American Government, too,
which aided the Jews in obtaining the pledge of the League
to assist them in the realization of their Zionist ideal
has surely known all the aspects of Zionism in all its defini-
tions and interpretations. The official British sanction
of Zionism which appeared in the form of the Balfour Declara-
tion and which was subsequently endorsed by the League of
Nations has emphasized the "Jewish national home" idea in
clear langugage by saying that "His Majesty's government views
with favor the establishment of Palestine as a national home
for the Jewish peoples, and will use thiir best endeavors
to facilitate the achievement of this object. (1)
The allied powers have given, therefore, their
full consent to the establishment of a "Jewish national home
in Palestine," thus giving the Jews the possiblity to restore
a part of the Jewish l&no. to a part of the Jewish people.
It should not be expected, however, that Zionism
in its anticipation or realization shall have the same signi-
ficance to all t&e Jews of th» world alike. To the Jews of
Palestine Zion will be a real "fatherland" r and "homeland."
To all the other Jews of the world it will be merely a
source of inspiration. According to Justice Brandeis Zionism
seeks to establish in Palestine, for such Jews as choose to
(1) The Balfour Declaration of November, 1917
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go and remain there, and for their descendants, a legally
secured home, where they may live together and lead a Jewish
life, where they may expect ultimately to constitute a majority
of the population, and may look forward to what we should
call home rule, ^ke Zionists seek to establish this home in
Palestine because they are convinced that the undying long-
ing of Jews for Palestine is a fact of deepest significance;
that it is a manifestationin the struggle for existence by
an ancient people which have established for their right to
live—-a people whose three thousand years of civilization
has produced a faith, a culture, and individuality which
enables them to contribute largely tn the future , as they
have in the past, to the advance of civilization; and that
it is not a right merely but a duty of the Jewish nationality
to survive and develop. 2hey believe that there only can
Jewish life be fully protected from the forces of disintegra-
tion; that tnere alone can the Jewish spirit reach its full
and natural development; and that by securing for those Jews
who wish to settle there the opportunity to do so, not only
those Jews, but all other Jews will be benefitted and that
the long perplexing Jewish Problem will, at last, find solu-
tion.W (1)
n
Zionism then is not a purely nationalistic or
(1) The Brarideis Avukah Annual , p# 36
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economic movement. Its origin is in the realm of the
Jewish religion and Jewish culture, "For out of 2ion will
come forthe the Law and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem".
And it is in these spheres that it will have its influence an
Jewish life in other lands.
To say than that favoring Zionism means a betrayal
or a deviation from American citizenship is absurd. The Jew
does not seek a dual nationalisty nor will Lion offer a
super citizenship to anybody. A Jewish Palestine to American
Jews will be no more than what France is to Americans of
French descent» And certainly America would never attempt to
abuse or to cut to disrepute the citizenship of any of its
elements for no other reason than that of their ancestral
descent. Such a procedure would no doubt leave America with-
out a single good citizen not excluding even the President
himself, as every American in this country— outside of the
Indians—had had his origin in some othar part of the world.
A Jewish Palestine, if it will ever be accomplished
at all, will have a very favorable effect on Jewish citizen-
ship in America. As a psychological result of such an event
it will make the American Jews better Americans and it will
bring about a better understanding between them and their
non-Jewish neighbor*. To begin with it will free tilt- American
Jew from their guardianship of the world Jewry which has
(1) fW* 4
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fallen to their lot in the last thirty or forty years* This
guardiamship has kept American Jews busy in raising funds
for various relieis and in arranging protest meetings thus
depriving them from concentrating on real creative religions
and cultural work. Our effort to preserve the Jews and
Judaism in other lands has thus prevented American Jews
from harboring Israel's heritage among themselves. A change
in this situation, therefore, will surely raise the spiritual
level of the American Jews. A Jewish Palestine would also
raise the prestige of the Jew in the eyes of the whole world.
They would not be judged anymore by a misinterpreted history
but by their lives and deeds in the present, which will no
doubt, bring honor ana. blessing to themselves and to all
mankind. A new Palestine will surely give rise to a new
Judaism which it is hoped will help to eradicate old pre-
judices and establish a permanent reconciliation between Jew
and Gentile.
The question of nationalism too must be discussed
in connection with Jewish education. Almost every nation
is gripped today with the spirit of nationalism, ^his
spirit is highly contagious as it is by nature competitive,
retaliative, and compensative. It is spreading therefore
rapidly throughout the world. The American Jews, however,
must take a definite position on this question thus clarifying
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their own understanding of nation, nationality, and nation-
alism in all their subtle differentiations and distinctions.
This must he done ior a double purpose, i'irst for the outside
world so that our non-Jewish neighbors and fellow citizens
shall fence for all know exactly what modern Judaism stands
for and what the American Jews are seeking in all their Jewish
activities, and particularly in their educational endeavors.
Second, the Jews themselves are not quite clear on these
problems and as there is a great deal of confusion and mis-
understanding among the ilews which must be cleared up*
The word nation as we know it is used to designate
a group of persons who constitute the population of a single
state. (1) Nation, therefore, refers to an agglame ration of
individuals who may have different racial origins and dif-
ferent religions, and different national cultures as is the
case in America and Russia.
nationality, however, is a narrower conception
than nation, as it describes the feeling or mode of life
of the group whose members have the following attributes in
commons 1. Racial and tribal instinct, 2. Language,
5. Religion,*, homeland, 5. tradition, 6. national literature,
7. national consciousness, 8. political sovereignity, and
9. identical conditions ana circumstances. (2)
(1) B. Joseph, Nationalism , p. 332
(2) Ibid.

This identity of attributes is only possible in some of the
old world countries where the inhabitants spring from one
race and are bound together by one religion and by the same
traditions and folk way» But America was not built that way.
All the races of the world are represented in the American
people. American may be called a Christian country in the
sense that a majority of its citizens are Christians. But
the fathers of this country have pledged themselves and
their descendants at the very beginning against the oneness
and uniformity of religion. Freedom of religion is a basic
American principle upon which this country with all its
institutions were built up. The American people, therefore,
can not accept this narrow concept of nationality as it is
contrary to the ideals of democracy.
Nationalism at best is not a worthy creation. It
is in reality nothing else but individualism magnified and
multiplied, nationalism to a nation is what individualism
is to an individual. The emphasis is not on the unity of
the group but on the exclusion of tne other groups. Its
origin is not in the cohesion of its own members but in the
fear and hate for the member of other nations. Its merits
are only in the sphere of defense «ith demerits in every
other direction.
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Modern nationalism as it appears today throughout the world
is the seat of hatred and strife. One group seeks its glory
at the expense of other groups. The jungle philosophy of 'the
survival of the fittest is the dominating philosophy of mod-
ern nationalism. The larger and stronger actions are seeking
expansion and fortification by swallowing the smaller and
weaker nations, Nationalism breeds intolerance and religious
bigotry. It divides the world into hostile camps with no
equality and brotherhood. It sanctifies war and it exalts
self styled patriots. It fosters a spirit of exclusiveness
and narrowness which feeds on gross ignorance, greed, and
selfishness. (1) "Hations everywhere," asserts Secretary
Hull, "are steadily narrowing their vision, their policies,
and their program. International cooperation to promote
understanding, friendship, and the vast and varied recipro-
cal benefits and conditions of peace-indispensible to the
progress of civilization have been abandoned. Today numerous
nations are feverishly arming thus developing a military
spirit which regardless of present motives of self-defense,
will eventually lead to war*" (2)
The Aaerican Jews must therefore earnestly hope
(1) Carle tan Hayes, Essays on National ism , p. 260
(2) Secretary Hull in address before Alumni of Cumberland
University, May_ 2.5 9 1934.
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that uhe spirit of modern nationalism shall never invade
this soil neither among their non-Jewish neighbors nor among
themselves, for it is contrary Doth to true Americanism and
to true Judaism.
The survival of the Jew in America will find its
salvation in a Jewish education which will be based not on
nationalism nor on any other single phase of Judaism but
rather on a new Judaism which will become a way of life.
The Jewish school will remain a supplementary Jewish school
fostering Jewish living. The aim of such Jewish education
will be to develop in the rising generation a desire and a
capacity to participate in Jewish life, to put into practice
Jewish patterns of conduct both ethical and religious, to
understand and appreciate the cultural heritage of our people,
and to aspire to continue Jewish creativity. (1)
(1) S. Dinin, Judai sm in a Changing Civilization , p. 45
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CHAxTER II
CITILEKSHIP
John Calhoun said once in a speech before the
Senate that nothing is more difficult than the definition
or description 01 so conflicting an idea as a citizen.
And hence all arguments resting on any one definition will
only lead to uncertainty and confusion. (1) It is for this
reason that I do not care to coniine tne present discussion
to any specific definition of citizenship, as it is my wish
to deal with citizenship in its broadest meaning and inter-
pretation, emphasising at all times the mutual moral and
legal obligations which arise as 01 right and by virtue of
membership in the American Commonwealth*
Citizenship, as "the art 01 living together on
the highest plane of humun life" (2) is not confined to any
one phase ox life or to any one situation or relationship.
The origin of citizenship is not in the titate but in the
people that form the state as a group and in the individual
who association with them becomes a member of that group.
Citizenship, then, has little significance when taken as if
it were a thing a^art from the rest of human life.
(1) f • A. Cleveland, American Citizenship , p. 13
(£) Ibid., p. 178

E6
The State as a rule is a political society, i. e.
a body of lamas beings united in such a manner that the w
acknowledge permanent oDedience to the same government.
2he State is therefore more or less an artificial unit,
out citizenship in its broadest sense covers more than a
single loyalty to an individual group.
rJJrue citizenship means membersnip oi the social
order as a whole and of the various large and small groups
which make up the social order, i'he political group when
in power naturally deserves our loyalty, but that does
not necessarily mean thai by our membership in the political
group we forfeit our membership in the other social groups
as the church, the ethnic group, trie economic class group,
the cultural association into which we art born or which
we have chosen in later years.
Bach group has its own attachment system and the
civic pattern must on the whole adjust itself to the other
patterns of social groupings if it is to remain the bond
that holas all the groups together.
This situation complicates the matter of citi-
zenship which undertakes tne task of "living together on
the highest plane oi human life" as it is confronted vvith
competitions and conflicts of all sorts. 5o remedy this
difficulty is almost impossible, ana perhaps this should
not be considered as a aiiiiculty a$ all. Ihe beauty of a
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growing tree is not altogether in the siateliness of tne
trunk but in tne multitude oi' its branches spreading in
ixll directions.
i'o avoid conflict, however, every individual
must develop the ability to think, feel, act, and react
as an efficient, intelligent, sympathetic and loyal member
of the large social group, thus assuring sincerity of pur-
pose and sound judgment in all his acts ana deeds, This
immediately suggests that citizenship embraces the whole
of lixe and it is concerned with the whole personality of
each individual, remembering at the same time tnat citi-
zenship, in the final analysis, is the key oo individual
and social welfare.
As an attitude and as a philosophy of lite,
citizenship is expressed best by shifting the emphasis
from the individual to society and from a narrow to a
broad interpretation of freedom. (1) This stresses the
necessity of training xor citizenship irom infancy as it
requires abundant wisdom ana vision to enjoy good for its
own sake and to seek the happiness of all. This again is
an all embracing concept of citizenship.
i'or practical purposes, however, a simple for-
(1) E. P. Cubberley, Some Larger Aspects of Citizenship
Training
, teachers 1 College Record, March, 19<;2, p.
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iaula must "be constructed, giving us briefly and definitely
the chief characteristics of citizenship so that it may
be used as a criterion in all our social problems and also
as a guide in all our civic endeavors and enterprises, such
a formula will, no doubt, facilitate our task of appraising
Jewish educational programs from the point 01 view of Ame-
rican citizenship. Once we will know exactly the works of
citizenship and their application in life we shall have no
difficulty in recognizing them wnertver they may be found.
In fact, we shall seek them in all Jewish educational pro-
grams as units, and also in tne various courses of study
and subject matter separately. Only their presence in whole
or in part in such programs will "determine their citizenship
values.
Many volumes have been written on the subject of
citizenship but the most concise and clearest appraisal has
been given by Judge Brewer in his Yale lectures on American
Citizenship, (1) in which he enumerate* the following four
functions as the chief duties of citizenship:
1. Character
S, Service
3. Obedience to law
4. A desire to better the life of the nation.
(1) David J. Brewer, American Citizenship
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Each of these duties although overlapping to some extent each
other because oi their close relationship in motive ana in
function, covers a major phase of human liie, and when taken
together they give us a basis for our "living together" and
our "sharing" in a true citizenship spirit.
To make the formula complete, however, I would add
one more duty, and that is the one of spirituality. Since
man is distinguished from beast by his spirit or "soul which
is an integral part of God himself," (1) his relationship to
the universe and to his fellowmen must be closely linked with
his relationship to God. The essence of citizenship as the
essence of life itself must therefore be imbued with that
spirit which comes to us from God Almighty giving us that
inner urge to live a better life, ana inspiring us constantly
to nigher motivations and aspirations and to greater powers.
A more detailed description of each of these five
functions will perhaps assist us to reveal to us the true
nature of citizenship in its broadest sense, thus enabling
us in some of the latetf chapters to discover real citizenship
values in Jewish educational efforts.
The first duty of a citizen is, as Judge Brewer
says, to possess the capacity of carrying out his obligation
in a reliable and trustworthy manner. In other words, the
(1) iiabbi o. u» achneerson, Tanya , p. 1
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first obligation 01 a citizen is to maintain in hiaseli a
high clean moral character, i'his obligation is 01 primary
importance as it has no limitations 01 person, time, or place,
and there are no circumstances under which any citizen may
be released i'rom its demands, i'his duty is really of pri-
mary importance as it underlies all others. "With it we
may hope to realize something of the greatness and nobility
of citizenship in this republic; without it the loudest
voices of assumed patriotism are but sounding brass and
tinkling cymbals." (1)
Public-minded men and educators have never questioned
this point. Shey have all agreed that the chief human cha-
racteristic of man is his character and as such it is funda-
mental to citizenship, i'hey have insisted, howe\er, that
character education must toeeome a part o± every child's
training, kr. J. 0. Almack in his book, "Education for Citi-
zenship" has said the following: "sound character is the
basis of efficient and congenial membership in society. With-
out it model charters, laws, and constitutions are 01 no
avail. Individual ana social existence on the plane of
civilization is impossible without justice, truth, honesty,
loyalty, and industry, i'he moral obligations that bind the
individual also bind the group. We need to realize that
(1) D. J. Brewer, American Citizenship , p. 06.
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children came into the world minus the moral experience
and moral wisdom of previous generations. Morality is not
born with them. They must De taught to speak the truth, to
believe in justice, to be honest, to do their share in the
world's work and to be loyal to their associates. I1hey must
be trained as carefully in moral human conduct as in any
other branch of knowledge and practice." (1)
The
v
second important obligation of a citizen is
the duty of «e rvice . This noble duty was handed down to
Jews and Christians alike by our prophets and teachers.
"I c^me not to be ministered unto but to minister
into others •" (&) "ne who would be chief among you let nim
be servant of all." (o) These word~ surely indicate the no-
bility and worth of service una. they were uttered by Christ
himself. The Hebrew prophets and sages have never ceased to
preach the element &nd value oi service and benevolence. I'o
cite their ordinances c.nd counsel with regard to this duty
would actually mean to copy the greatest part of the -oible
una the 'Talmud. It suffices therefore to state that it is
universally agreed that service is one 01 tne most vital
elements m citizenship.
(1) J. C. Almack, Education for Citizenship , p. 9 6
U) imatt. £0:26, 28
(i>) Ibid.
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Obedience to law is another basic duty of citizen-
ship. The maintenance oi social order rests upon this duty.
Society is very complex in its composition and in the nature
oi' its constituents. Th e freedom of the jungle aoes not
lit mankind, numan society must be organised on a basis of
la., and order, The law-makers should hate discretion and
vision in their fashioning our statutes and laws, but once
they are made and set before us we must abide by tnem and
obey them. .Vithout the sense Oi obedience to law any social
order ana even civilization itself must iall.
I1he next duty of citizenship is tnat of striving
for the bettering of the life oi the nation . Neither America:
nor any other country has reaohed as yet astate of per-
fection or one near it. The Americans are far get from
being an ideal nation. There is undoubtedly corruption in
political life and a commercialism in politics which no
thoughtful man can be ignorant of. more than tnat, we have
a large population who knows little of the blessings oi life,
and who lack: security and opportunity. The land seethes with
prejudice and misunderstanding, This situation should not
be allowed to persist. Every citizen must be seized with
the spirit of his own improvement and the improvement of
the whole society in which he lives. He must be moved in all
his enterprises by the common good of his fellow citizens
and he must always have at heart the welfare oi society,
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present and future. Indolence ^and apathy, as well as sel-
fishness and personal gain, as Bryce pointed out, are
hinderanoes to gooa citizenship. (1)
And last but not least in tne duties oi citizen-
ship is spirituality , i'his duty springs irom our belief that
man was created in the image oi Goo. ana there is something
of God in man. This something is certainly the spiritual
side of mankind, and of liie which distinguished man from
be<3.st ana makes life worth while, living.
To get a clearer picture of what spirituality
means it is neeessayy to get a fair understanding of what
is indeed spirit. God is infinite and so is spirit. It
is this element of infinity that signifies it as an attri-
bute of man from God himself. Spirit then is that power
which never yields and is never subdued. It is that power
which creates, moulds, and shapes. It is the matter of
belief and faith. Without spirituality a nation is in the
gravest danger. It is the spiritual element that gives
life its eternal worth and dignity.
These five functions or duties ccver practically
every phase oi human activity L.nd they can be used as the
standard for human conduct in general and as a test for
citizenship in particular.
(1) James Bryce, Hindrances to Good Citizenship .
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It is self evident that citizenship as described
above is in reality a way of life, as it is based on the
worth of human personality and on ethical and humanitarian
principles, emphasizing the spiritual side of man and life
and stressing at all times the necessity of "living together"
and "sharing"* Citizenship in this respect is like religion
and democracy in their true interpretation and application;
namely, a spirit of social living based on the lefty ideals
of liberty, fraternity, and equality as visualized by the
prophets of Israel and as embodied in Judaism and Christi-
anity and also in the Constitution of the United States.
This analogy would lead me to say that religion
is the most potent influence for good citizenship, for
there is within religion both an adequate ideal and
dynamic for conduct and character which is after all the
very foundation of citizenship. It is true, of course,
that there are many other factors besides religion acting
on human nature and on life in general to socialize them
and to ennoble them, iieligion, however, is the most
potent factor as it is the mother of democracy itself.
The very idea of the fatherhood of God led us to the idea
of the Brotherhood of men which consequently gave rise to
the new concept of democracy and citizenship.
It is hardly possible for antagonism and friction
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that existed in the past on the continent between the State
and the Church to occur on the American soil and under
American democracy* I base this hope not on nere illusion
but on a careful analysis of the development of government
and religion. The State and religion as we know them are
both products of the immemorial past. The genesis of both
is hidden in the dim prehistoric voids of the past. In
different both were co- extensive with human life. Mediae
eval Imperialism, however, became predominant and it invaded
both, the State and the Church, as a result, both of them
became imperialistic and resorted to tyranjta^ against each
other or against any individual or graup who refused to
accept their overlordship.
With the advent of Protestantism, Mediaeval
Imperialism came to an end and nationalism was ushered in
as the new spirit of the State and the Church. The old
warlare between them subsided and this in turn led to the
separation of the State and Church ai^d to the birth of
democracy.
The older States who passed through all these
stages of development, have not yet fortified themselves
in the democratic way of life. In days of turmoil and
danger, therefore, they turn again to their dead Gdids of
the past, to Imperialism or extreme nationalism thus
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renewing their old antagonisms and warfares. This is hardly
possible in America where democracy sprang directly from
religion, having no imperialistic ancestry and void of
extreme nationalistic tendencies. Here Protestants, Cath-
olics, and Jews, representing all races and all countries,
have lived together side by side, separated in their reli-
gions beliefs, but united in their loyalty to God and to
the ideals of democracy which seek the welfare of all*
Here in America neither the State nor the Church compete
for control. In fact, there is no State here but a govern-
ment, and no Church, but ileligion. The distinction is
quite obvious. There are no institutions here to usurp
power over £he people for their own selfish benefits and
hence there is no cause for any iriction between the govern-
ment and religion. Both are here to serve the people and
to help them all to a better and higher life.
It would be folly, therefore, to ask a Jew or
a Mohammedan or a Christian to which he attaches greater
supremacy, to the State or to his Church. Such a question
is almost as illogical as asking a child whom he loves best,
his father or his mother. W I love them lioth best" would
be the usual answer of a child, and while there is peace
and harmony in the family this answer although childish
in expression is both logical and true. The child's love
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is not divided between father and mother nor is it measured
nor weighed in ffuantitive terms, nor is it subject to
comparison. As long as there is no conflict in the family
the child loves each one separately and both together with
the same measure oi love and devotion.
And this is exactly the situation with a citizen's
loyalty to the S^ate and to the Church. In a democracy, as
long as the State and the Church are like father and mother
to him he can "Love them both best". The State and the
Church are like loving parents, with mutual respect of
each other and with devotion to their citizens and followers.
There is no room, therefore, in a democratic country for
any friction between the government and religion, nor should
there be any discrimination against any individual or groups
for their religious beliefs. There also cannot be any
question of supremacy between government and religion.
Bach one, although supreme in its own province is expected
to respect the other in every way. Above all, it must be
remembered that Totalitarianism, whether it ia in the
realm of government or religion, is a menace to democracy
and progress.
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CHAPTER III
THE JEW AS A CITIZEN
The Jew as a citizen is hardly a fair to£ic for
discussion, "^hile Judaism in its theology and ceremonials
is for the Jew, its creed and its ethics are for mankind
at large and particularly for the State and the community
in which they are practiced. According to Judaism a Jew
cannot be a good Jew or a good man unless he is a good
citizen. Citizenship is the very core and backbone of
Judaism. Within Judaism there may have been divergent
currents of thought as to irs theology and rituals, but
on the point of citizenship there has always been an agree-
ment and an ever increasing insistence; namely, that man's
chief duties and responsibilities are towards his fellow-
men, "Eave thy fellowman as thyself." (1) It must also
be remembered that in matters of fellowship the Jewish
law has never imown any difference between Jew and non-
Jew. "One law shall be to him that is home-born and unto
the stranger," (2)
Judaism as a way of life has also taken cogni-
zance of the matter of citizenship in non-Jewish common-
wealths and states and it has set forth many basic rules
(1) Dent. XXV, 16
(2) Exodus XII, 49
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for the conduct of the wews everywhere, thus providing
direct instruction for citizenship, These teachings can be
found in the Bible, Talmud, and in the later Rabbinic litera-
ture.
During the Babylonian captivity, the prophet
Jeremiah sent a letter from Jerusalem to the elders of the
captivity, the priests and prophets, and to all the people
saying to them in the Divine name; "And seek the peace of
the city wither I have caused you to be carried sway cap-
tive, and pray unto the Lord for it4 for in the peace
thereof shall ye have peace." (1) In like manner Gedaliah
tells his brethren: "Fear not toe serve the Chaldeans;
dwell in the land, serve the King of Jfc-bylon, and it shall
be well with you." (2)
The attitude of the Talmuaic xlabbis towards any
state has been clearly expressed in their numerous deci-
sions and teachings on all occasions. The basic doctrine
for Jewish conduct everywhere was expressed in the famous
Rabbinic decree that "the law of the land is law." Whi^e
its main reference is to matters of law, yet in spirit and
in essence it expresses the whole Jewish philosophy of
life while in Diaspora and its attitude towards all matters
(1) Jeremiah 29 :
7
(2) Talmud, Baba Kama 113a
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of fellowship between the Jews and the non-Jews. Judaism
is a religion of human fellowship and law ana oraer. The
Rabbis have.^ therefore, hollowed the State as the guardian
of peace and happiness. Habbi Chanina, the Vice-High Priest
said; "pray for the welfare of the government since but
for the fear thereof men would swallow each other alive." (1)
"he who rebels against the Sovereign" the Talmud declares
"deserves to die." (£) They held that the Sovereign power
derives from God himself and as such it should be respected
and preserved. "The fule of icings is a semblance of heaven's
rule." (3)
Good citizenship, according to the Rabbis, means
active self© identification with civic life. A good citizen
is one who labors for the general welfare. The Habbi s,
therefore, commend all acts done for the public good and
among such acts they include the lighting of dark alleys
arid the keeping of roads in good repair. "The man who da»e
such useful acts," they say, "will see the Divine Salvation."
It is significant that the Rabbis of old in all
(1) Aboth. 3:£
(£) Synhedrin 49a
(3) Berachoth 58a
(4) Vayikrah Rabbah Ch. IX to Lev. VII 4
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their piety and religious zeal have urged their co-reli-
gionists to respect tne religious feelings of their non-
Jewish fellow citizens and to observe strict conformity to
general social usages, ^hile clinging fast to the basic
principles of Judaism even though they have the effect of
singling them out from tne population in whose midst they
live, but in minor practices and in general they were urged
to give due consideration to the feelings of their fellow
citizens, "Separate thyself not from tne community" (1)
was one of Hillel's counsels to his people,
"Good citizenship has been formally set forth as
an integral part of Israelite's duty by many Jewish synols
and assemblies, notably by the famous Paris Synhedion con-
voked by the first Uapolean, by the Leipzig Synod in 1869,
by the Deutsch-Israelitlsehe Geneindebund in its Principle
of Jewish Ethics, published in 1885 and by the German Rab-
binical Association in 1897" (k.)
In actual life the Jews excelled their own teachings
in all matters of citizenship, ~he History of the Jews in
Brance, England, and Italy contains ample proof of the sense
of citizenship and loyalty in the Jews. A glance at the
pages of Jewish history in America will reveal the same,
(1) Abath 3
(2) .dev. Mosris Joseph, Judaism as Creed and Life J£f
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This is not necessarily because the Jews are better than
anybody else, but because loyalty is one of their inherent
characteristics and also because they have learned through
a long period of suffering how to appreciate the good things
of life, and loyalty according to their religion and experience
is the most precious thing in life.
There have oeen, however, men and organizations in
every generation even in this country who raised a cry of
one hundred per cent Americanism casting in this manner a
reflection on the loyalty of some minority groups, and
Aissemenating racial antagonism ana religious bigotry, Such
propaganda by its very nature is unAmerican as it tends to
weaken our national unity and to destroy the American bles-
sing of "brethren living together" in peace and harmony.
Facts however, cannot be ignored and true Americans must
fact this issue and deal wiih it accordingly.
Dr. E. A. Steiner tells a very interesting episode
which is in essence the main tneme of this chapter. "At the
conclusion of a lecture recently," he says, "a rather stupid
but zealous man asked me regarding the Jews: ! Can we trust
them with the Constitution? 1 It was a stupid question asked
by a stupid man. uod trusted them with the oracles, the
Commandments, and the prophecies; the richest spiritual
gifts in the keeping of the Diety. i'o be sure they broke
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nearly all the Commandments, and killed their prophets; but
we have done the same; and the Constitution is as safe in the
hands of the Jews as a .Bible in the hands of a Gentile." (1)
The Jews have not come to these shores only yester-
day. It is true that there were no Jews on the Mayflower,
but it was equality true that Columbus was accompanied on his
voyage by a number of ^ews and one of them Luis de Torres,
was the first white man to Soep afoot on American soil. (2)
The Pilgrim fathers were all imbued with the spirit
of the Old Testament and in their spiritual makeup they were
all like a branch of the House of Israel. James Truslaw
Adams speaking of the Pilgrims says, "Christ did, indeed,
occupy a place in their theology, but in spirit they may
be considered as Jews not Christians. Their God was the
God of the Old Testament, their laws were the laws of
Old Testament, their guides to conduct were the characters
of the Old Testament." (3) This Biblical influence which
was paramount in all the Uew England colonies did not cease
with the successful conclusion of the period of early pion-
eering. The revolutionary spirit which later destroyed the
(1) Edward A. Steiner, On the Trail of the Immigrant ,
pp. 303-304
(£) G. Cohen, The Jews in the Making of America , p. 44
(3) J. T. Adams, The Founding of Uew England.
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tyranny of Great Britian was the direct result of Israel's
doctrines and history as related in the Bible . The first
American seal by its inscription and design which was devised
by Franklin, Adams, and Jefferson on the same day that the
Declaration of Independence was adapted is the best illus-
tration of the influence of the Old Testament on the fathers
of this country. (1)
11he Jewish contribution to the making of America
was not confined merely to the influence of the Bible , The
Jews themselves were among the early arrivals and there are
many records of Jewish groups in the early part of the
seventeeth century, ^he xiev. John Sharpe wrote in 1712,
"It is possible to learn Hebrew here as well as in Europe
there being a Synagogue of Jews, and many ingenious men of
that nation from Poland, Hungary, Germany, etc." (2)
The motive that brought the Jews to America was
the same as that which brought the Pilgrims to these shores;
namely, religious and political persecution. The Jews, too,
had the vision of the glorious future of America as "the home
of the free and the land of the brave" and they flocked here
from every country in the world to participate in the up-
building of this great democracy. The historian who will
(1) G. Cohen, The Jews in the Making of America , p. 58
(2) Ibid. p. 63
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come to appraise the contributions o± the minoraty groups
towards the making of America will surely have to devote
many long chapters to the contribution of the Jews, In
every field of human endeavor in this country the Jews have
taken a prominent place, always laboring for the betterment
of this country and for the welfare of the citizenry as a
whole, upholding the principles and the honor of American
democracy.
To enumerate the various channels of civilized
activity in which the Jews have contributed to the progress
of America would be an endless task, and besides it is not
within the province of this study. It will suffice to
mention that the Jews have never failed to respond to the
call of America in all its emergencies.
The chronicles of the Revolutionary War afford
ample evidence of the part the Jewish citizens have taken
in this conflict, Their services covered a number of fields.
They furnished soldiers and officers for the army. They
financed the Continental Congress and the political leaders
prior to the outbreak of hostilities. The narrative of
Haym Solomon's sacrifice in behalf o.£ American freedom and
the cause of human liberty is an outstanding example of
Jewish loyalty.
In the war of 181£ a number of Jewish officers and
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privates did. valiant service, ^mong the defenders of Uew
Orleans was Judah Touro a well-known philanthropist, who
volunteered his services at the approah of the British.
It was the same Judah Touro who made i-ossible the completion
of the .ounker Hill Monument and who aevoted all his life
to deeds which make hin one oi the outstanding figures in
the early history of American Jewry. (1)
In the political movements for the abolition of
slavery there were not lacking many Jews who took an active
part and at times a leading ^art in the moulding of public
opinion." (£) iiabbi David Einhorns's ardent advocacy of
the abolition of slavery led to his removal from Baltimore.
Many other Jewish citizens have suiiered for their assist-
ance in the struggle against slavery. The patriotism of
the Jewish people has icunD expression in many ways. Tens
of thousands of Jews participated in the actual war, and
in each case the enlistment of Jewish soldiers reached
proportions considerably in excess oi their ratio to the
general population.
It may be said that the Jews were also very
active in the South supporting zealously the Confederacy.
(1) Geroge Cohen, The Jews in the Making of America , pjt 80-84
(£) Simon Wolf, The Ame ri oan Jew as Patriot , Soldier , and
Citizen
, pp. 67-87
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This is a truth fchich cannot be denied and it must also he
admitted that Judah P. Benjamin whon historians and biogra-
phers called "the brains of the Confederacy, " vas a Jew.
This, however, is no reflection on the Jewish people.
"Throughout the country, North, and south, the earnestness
of the Jewish character found e xpression through an active
participation by Jewish citizens in the great movements
of the time," (1) Indicating in this manner their loyalty
to their neighbors.
During the Spanish-American War thousands of Jews
responded to the call for volunteers. A number of these
volunteers were recent immigrants. It is significant that
the first to enlist was a Jew. i'here were fifteen Jews who
went down to a watery grave with the llaine.
In the World War, American Jewry has demonstated
its true worth Dy an imparalleded degree of devotion and
loyalty. x he Jews have participated in every .activity and
their share was in every case in excess of their proportion
to the general population. The Jewish population to the
general population is but three per cent yet the number
of Jews who saw service is from four to five per. cent. A
great disproportion is also found in the fatter of volunteers,
(1) Simon Wolf, The American Jew as Patriot , Soldier , and
Citizen
, p. 429
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loss of life, injury and aij. the other hazards of war, thus
indicating the eagerness of the Jewish people to serve their
country whenever and wherever this service is needed.
And yet, as a minority group that persists in its
religious separation, and as the decendents of ancient Israel,
the Jews are compelled to face at times, some outbursts of
prejudice and antagonism even in this free country, i'hese
unpleasant occurences which resulted in social discrimina-
tion against the Jews make it imperative for them to be en
the deiensive all the time expounding their doctrines and
activities and apologizing for upholding the tenets of their
religion as prescribed for them in the Torah. This task
is thrust upon them on the contention that the mythical
Jewish unity and solidonty is a hindrance to their American
citizenship. As I have pointed out in another chapter, the
whole contention is erroneous as there exists no Jewish
solidarity. The Jews are divided even in their religious
faith. They are brethren only in troubles and calamities
which the rest of mankind has heaped upon them.
Every clear- thinking man must concede, however,
that no human being can live his life with one loyalty. Life
is a series of contacts which result in the formation of
human relationships and every relationship naturally brings
forth a new attachment and a new loyalty. This is the
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essence of the process of growth and development. And just
as the ohild in his growth to manhood takes on a new attach-
ment and a new loyaltJ.es so does the citizen in his intel-
lectual and civic growth and development. The villager,
aaturally, owes his loyalty to his village, hut with edu-
cation and enlightenment he begins to see that his loyalty
does not end at the boundary line of the tillage • He soon
discovers that he owes his loyalty to his country, to his
State, and to his nation, ana according to Christianity and
Judaism he owes no less loyalty to mankind as a whole*
The adherence of the Jews to their religion is
surely an attachment which calls forth a certain loyalty,
but this religious loyalty does not oonflict in any way
with the loyalty to America and if it has any effect on
his citizenship at all it is of that sort which tends to
strengthen it an to promote it.
The concept of Judaism as a civilization should
not change this situation in the least. ±his is in fact
the concept of Christianity as held by devout Chritians
and some analogy along this line will clear upon this point.
In fact, "the question whether living Judaism as a civili-
zation would impair the ^ew's loyalty to his country cannot
be answered intelligently unless we note carefully what the
actual inner life of any citizen in a modern state must be.
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As are suit of a particular conjucture of historic forces,
the eitisens of modern state is not only permitted but
encouraged to give allegiance to two civilizations; one, the
secular civilization of the country in which he lives, and
the other, the Christian civilization which he has inherited
from the past. He turns to the civilization of his country
for his political concepts and institutions and for his
literary and aesthetic values. From his national life arise
those duties of political allegiance which the political
experiences of the nation have evolved. He turns to the
Christian civilization for his moral and spiritual sanction.
It has been said that only when a church has taken its place
along with his earthly fatherland in the deepest recesses of
his heart, is a man saved from becoming a mere reasoning
machine. 'i)he very separation of church from state has put
into class of hyphenates all who adhere to both institutions.
The hypehnism which justifies the Christian in hyphenating
his Christianity with Americanism, justifies also the Jew
in hypehnating his Jewishness with Americanism." (1) It
is in the interest of America to raise tht standard of
American citizenship to the highest degree and t his can
be accomplsihed only with the aid of religion. And here
is where the religious schools of Jews and Christians alike
(1) M. M. Zaplan, Jewish Expe riences , pp. 175-176
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come in to play their part in the promotion of American
citizenship. These schools, as we will se in later chapters,
are not infringing on the public schools nor on the supple-
ments which provide the missing link in a living and ef-
fective citizenship.
"The prophetic strain," says George A. Coe , "in
the Jewish and Christian.tradition— the reiterated all to
think: of the oppressed and the inherited, the reiterated
rebuke to Jthose who amass wealth at the cost of the laborers,
the reiterated declaration that God wants justice and not
sacrifices— is religion insisting upon sociax realism. At
the present moment there is a revival of this type of re-
ligious consciousnesss Keligious leaders, tooth Jewish and
Christians are calling to us to look at the defecits of
life, the prevalence of injustice, tne stunting, and the
distortion of personality that are tolerated by our social
system and protected by the state. These leaders are
accused of confusing the affairs of the church with those
of the state, out rarely is the accusation justified. The
point at which the shoe pinches some oi politicians and
industrialists is an entirely different one; what causes
their discomfort is yne recalling of their minds from
abstractions to actualities. Ihis approach to life and
to state involves no seeking of special favors, no insinu-
ations of e cclesiastical authority into state affairs;
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rather, its tendency is towards a larger and ever larger
political enf'ranchment o±' all citizens.
"Here, accordingly, is re enforcement for real
political education in the public schools. Teachers who
are imbued with this kind of religions consciousness have
within them a stiwilus to be objective-minded and scientific
in their approach to social facts, a stimulus to be analytic
in their handling of political questions, a stimulus to
build forth our democracy, To the extent that church
schools conceive their own mission from t he standpoint of
prophetic rtligion, they reinforce the public schools when
they are at their best. Church schools may even lead the
way." (1)
The real problem of American citizenship, there-
fore is a problem of religious ana moral training; ana just
as in tne case of an American christian the proolem is not
how to make hin less a Christian, but how to make him .a
better Christian, so is the "problem with a Jew, not how
to make him less a Jew, but how to make him a better Jew
and consequently a better American, for Judaism properly
interpreted has in it all the elements to make men good
citizens, good neignbors, and good xriends." (2)
(1) G. A. Coe, Educating for Citizenship , pp. 114-145
(2) £• A. Steiner, On the_ Trail of Immigrant » p. 503
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In the light of the biblical and xiabbinical atti-
tude towards citizenship and in the face of the facts which
are of public record regarding the history of the Jews in
America, it would hardly be fair to call into question the
capacity of the Jew to perform the duties of American citi-
zenship* x he Jewish blood which was shed on the battle-
fields during alx the American wars should be ample evidence
of Jewish loyalty.
If American greatness is in the ideala of democ-
racy and love of freedom—the Jews are happy to have embraced
these ideals ana naving done their share whenever duty called.
If America finds pride in its economic and industrial devel-
opment the Jews are proud to have had made their contribu-
tion to its achievement. If a new day is coming to this
country with a "new deal" for the humble and the oppressed,
for the underprivileged and the weary, the Jews will welcome
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CHAPTER IV
JE.V1SH EDUCATION
The child, as Dewey said, is the starting point,
the center and the end. This is almost a maxium in Jewish
law and lore in matters of Jewish education. It was said
in the name of Babbi Judah the Prince, the compiler of the
Mishna that "the world exists only for the sake of school
children." rtaboi Judah further siad, "School children must
not be deprived of their studies even for the purpose of
assisting in the building of the Temple." (1J Another famous
Talmudic Rabbi said, "A cit^ that has no school children will
eventually be destroyed." (is)
The basic precept for this attitude is found in
Deutortonomy where it says, "And thou shalt teach them dili-
gently unto thy children." (3) I shall devote, trie re fore,
this chapter to elementary Jewish education where tne whole
program centers areund the child.
What is the aim of Jewish education in general and
of the elementary Jewish school in ^articular? This is
perhaps the mos^ basic question of the whole study, for
education in general as we icnow may be a tool for good or
(1) Sabbath p. 119
(£) Ibid. p. 119
(3) Deut. 6:4—10
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evil depending entirely upon its aim ana purpose. It is,
however, of utmost concern to know exactly the chief aim of
Jewish education, what it seeks and what are its ideals and
endeavors*
It is of commcn knowledge that in the first stage
of Jewish development their chief passion was for religion
with monotheism and the Scriptures as the result of that
effort. In the second stage of their development we find
education and charity as their main goals and activities.
This,uhowever, does not inaic-te any change in the concept
of Judaism, nor does it suggest any shift of emphasis.
Judaism is to unite spirit and matter, heaven and earth,
God Almighty and man who was created in His image.
Jewish history, as S. M. Dubnow shows (1) has
suffered no interruption during thirty-five hundred years.
In the xirsi, chapter of its existence, the Jewish religion
is created and in the following chapters the religion is
being developed and its principles are put to practice.
Religion is no doubt the living spirit of the Jew with
education as the bond between theis spirit and life itself.
As time went on education became the source of Israel's
strength and the foundation from which the Jewish martyrs
and sages have drawn their courage and inspiration. It was
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this wisdom that move a Rabbi Jochanan ben lakkai to ask the
Koman emperor to save the school city Jamnia (1) for he knew
that Israel's power is not in the sword but in the Book. This
was tne beginning for the passionate craving of the Jews
for education which has never lost its strength despite all
the wanderings and suftfring to which they were subjected
during the last nineteen hundred years. Wherever Israel
went the Torah went with him ana it was the study of the
Torah that saved him from extermination, religion and moral
training have been regarded by the Jewish people from the
very beginning of their history as one of the chief objects
of life. In accordance with the spirit of this concept of
Jewish education, the Jews, no matter where tney were and
how unhappily, they established their synagogues for worship
and for study, thus inspiring young ana els with a deep love
of God and humanity.
This tradition and policy were likewise followed
in this country, and in 1680 only twenty- six years agter
the first Jewish colonies reached Manhattan Island, the
congregation Shearith Israel of A»ew York was formed. Over
three thousand synagogues have been established since (2)
and each and every synagogue ia in reality a Jewish educational
(1) H. Graetz, History of the Jews, Vol. 2, p. 324
(2) H. 3. Linfield, i'ne American Jewish Year Book , p. 123
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oenters as it haruors a religious school, and several other
study circles and cultural groups for adolescents and adults.
This fact is very significant for the purpose of our study
aa it indicates that almost all the Jewish education in this
country are imbued with a spirit of religion as it is shown
by the fact that almost every phase of Jewish education is
centered in and around the synagogue.
Mr. H. Schneiderman in his review of the year
relates a very interesting occurrence which supports my con-
tention that the Jewish educational activities in this country
are almost one hundred per cent religious in nature and in
purpose. "An inquiry in connection with religion," he tells
us, "was undertaken fey a congregation in Cleveland, Ohio.
The object of this was to determine the value of secular
activities such as athletics, social gatherings, dramatics,
and the like, in connection with the primary function of the
synagogue, in the large communities. Those responsible for
the inquiry were unanimous in concluding that such activities
do not have any religious value, that in many respects a
synagogue which conducts them is attempting to do things for
which outside agencies are much better equipped, ai.d that
these activities tend to throw into the background the reli-
gious purposes of the congregation. It was the opinion of
the committee^ of inquiry that the congregation should strive
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primarily to be a religious influence and not consider it
is perform_ng its proper function merely because it can at-
tract large numbers to its gymnasium, dance hall, and swimming
pool." (1) As it happens this congregation is one of the
largest and richest Reform Congregation in the country and
it is significant indeed to see that even in such wealthy
temples the spirit of its activities is religious and not
secular or social.
•»nd this to my mind is one of the main reasons
why Jewish education is so abundant with citizenship values.
Secular education, in itself, is neither good nor bad. It
becomes one or the other in accordance with the content and
motive. Some use education tor creative and constructive
purposes, others use it for destructive purposes. .But reli-
gious education is constructive and beneficial in every way
and the highest training in citizenship is in the realm of
religion where character, service, obedience to law, high
aspirations, and spirituality are its main objectives. Jewish
education in this respect is even greater in value in the
training of future citizens as it has no material objectives
and it lies entirely in the realm of the spirit; furthermore,
its achievements comes only through sacrifice and a deep sense
of lftyalty, botn very fundamental traits in the promotion of
(1) Harry Schaeiderman: The Jewish Year Book, p. 31
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of good citizenship.
Some of the figures regarding the extent of Jewish
Education in the United States as brought out by the Bureau
of Jewish Social Research (1) are of great significance in
this study, as they indicate very clearly the Jewish atti-
tude towards the public school. Out of 191»201 pupils enrol-
led in Jewish elementary schools there were found only 3 ,£90
pupils or 1.8 per cent in parochial schools, thus signifying
most emphatically the Jewish opposition to educational
segregation,
Sonool segragation is not a new idea in America
nor is it the product of some foreign tflement or some minority
group. It was the white Americans who have excluded, at
certain periods in American History, all colored races from
the public schools. The same idea has been tried out also
on the Indian in frontier communities. It is also a well-
known fact zhut, a similar policy of uiscrimination has been
adapted and lolxowed at certain times against some other
immigrant minorities. The act of the San Francisco Board
of Supervisors in 1905 is an outstanding example of such
discrimination. In all such cases the action was defended
by referring to the aangers that the close contact with
inferior groups may bring. An analysis will show, however,
(1) D, I. Cederbaum, Jewish Education
, January, 1929
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that the true cause of every act of segregation was mistrust
and racial anatognism which are unamerican and contrary to
the ideals of American democracy.
Voluntary educational segregation by any ruce
,
creed, or class under any pretense is a serious threat to
the unity and integregation of America as it intends to
increase rather than to prevent conflicts of all sorts as
it was brought out so clearly by Donald Young in his careful
study of the American minority peoples, (1) "Separate
Schools," he says, "cannot be defended because of differential
racial qualities, for none have been established." He further
says and rightly so that "there can be no quarrel with purely
religious instruction or sentimental enorts to hold fast to
alien culture elements which do not clash fundamental American
ideals," (&) which the public school system of America is
its greatest defender and stronghold. Any attempt, therefore,
even under the pretense of religion, to create separate schools
is a threat to disrupt American unity and to break down our
democracy. In a true democracy every citizen is free to
have more than one loyalty provided, nowever, that there is
no conflict between them and that none of the old or new
loyalties undermine the basic loyalty of good citizenship.
(1) Donald Young, American Minority People , pp. 468-500
(2) Ibid. p. 469
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It is on this ground that the parochial schoolhas no justi-
fication in this country as it tends to preserve attitudes
and standards which are not altogether in harmony with the
funaamental ideals of America.
It is gratifying, therefore, to know that the
Jews of America have never sought complete separation from
their non-Jewish neighbors, The Jews have never buixt up
such a system of parochial schools as the Catholics did, nor
did they establish any private schools as did our Quaker
friends. The Jews have perfect faith in tne American ideals
of democracy ana. in its greatest sponsor, the American
public school system which is, no doubt, one of America's
greatest contribution to civilization, Their only aim in
establishing Jewish schools is to supplement the public
schools and to provide for their children adequate religious
training.
The lindings of the Statistical Department of the
American Jewish Committee (1) are also of great significance
in this study as they show most decidedly that Jewish edu-
cation in the United Spates is mostly religious in purpose.
It was founa that out 01 the 1754 societies maintaining
schools 1481 or 84/fe were congregational societies. Insofar
(1) H. d-i Linfield, I'he American Jewish Year Book , 19*9-30
PP« 127*129
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the number of schools is concerned it was found that out of
the 2192 Sabbath and week day schools, 1917 or almost 88$
of the s.chools were maintained by congregational societies^
It was further discovered that "the attendance in the
congregational schools is increasing whereas the attendance
in the communal schools is decreasing," (1) Such evidence
is almost conclusive that the trend is towara the religioni-
zation and congregationalization of Jewish life in this
country and that J§wish education is the chief agency set
up for the accomplishment of this purpose.
In this respect Jewish education in this country
is following the Historical tradition of Israel to entrust
Judaism and the whole destiny of the Jewish people to the
school. In the past this course was proven to be successful,
and there is every indication that the present, too, will
bring the desired results, ihe scnool is the unifying point
of all Israelis religious and cultural strivings. In tne
school religion ana culture are blended into one great dynamic
known as Judaism. ±he forms of Judaism may vary in accordance
with the Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform traditions, and
their schools too may show this diversity. But tne truths
oi Judaism as embodied in the i>ible a^d in the experiences
of the people are the same, as they all point to the unity
of God, the i'orah, ana Israel.
(1) A. LI, Dushkin, Progress in Jewish Education , Jewish
Education
,
January-Inarch, 19 2
2
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The general aims oi Jewish education are well expres-
sed by Professor M« M« Zaj-lan, the Dean of the 'i'e^chers
Institute of the Jewish Theological Seminary. According to
him the Jewish school should aim:
1. "To bind the children in love for Judaism and
in loyalty to the Jewish people by giving them a knowledge
of Jewish history, literature, customs and religious prac-
tices, and the desire to participate in the Jewish communal
life
;
&• To enable the children to participate in and
appreciate the life of the synagogue by giving them a know-
ledge of the Hebrew language and the Jewish liturgy;
3. To acquaint the children with the Jewish present
through imormation concerning the life of the Jews in vari-
ous lands with special emphasize on the development of Jewish
life in modern Palestine;
4. To make the children aware that the ideals and
the distinctive character of the Jewish people are compatible
with and promotive of American ideals and life;
5« To create within the child a sense of exultation
in those experiences of his people which have constituted
for the race the very footprints of God, and to implant
within him a high amuition to contribute his share towards
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the perpetuation and enrichment of i us spirit." (1)
*hese aims, with some variation or modification
j.
are gaining ground in the majority of the Jewish schools,
They do net stress the mere iurtnerance oi Jewish culture,
for we _11 know that a pure culture can only tnrive in a
place hwere the following four conditions are provided:
1« "Parochial schools. £• A self-contained economic life
.
3. A common language, ana 4, Local segregation." (£)
Anyone thai is more or less acquainted with Jewish life in
America knows well that none of these conditions can ever
be fulfilled in this country and what is more important
is the fact that the American Jews woula strongly resent
any tendency on anyone's part to bring about such coi uitions.
They consider America as their permanent home ana they do
not wish to inclose themselves within new Ghetto walls*
They are sending, therefore, their children to the public
schools for their secular education and for whatever else
it offers, ana to the Jewish school for their religions
education, oelieving fully "that public school education
and Religious school education are of the same spirit and
aim at the child character." (3) The Jewish school does
(1) M. M« Kaplan, The function of the Jewish delicious
Schook, Jewish Teacher, January 1916
(£) Dr. Arthur Huppin, The Jews of Today , p. £38
(3) L. Grossman, Aims of Teaahing in Jewish Schools , p, 1EE
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not try to undo what the public school is doing. On the
contrary it tries to supplement it ana to integrate all the
educational achievements and to interpret them in terms of
conduct and character. "In the public school the child learns
the facts of everyday life. In the Heligious school he
learns to interpret them, to see their meaning and to use
them for high ends." (1)
It is also worth while mentioning that the American
Jew does not identify religion with mere creed, ritual, and
emotionalism as his ancestors did in the Ghettoes of xiussia
and Poland. In this respect the American Jew is a strict
follower of prophetic Judaism which as an ideal of life
naimtained that religion ana morality are inseparable as
expressed by the prophet Micah when he pronounced the
supreme interest of Jehovah in righteousness: "He hath
shown thee, Man, what is good, and what doth the Lord
require of thee, but to do justly, to love mercy and to
walk humbly with thy God?" (£) and in Amos: "Let Justice
roll down as waters and righteousness as a mighty stream." (3)
Jewish religions education means, therefore, training in
(1) L. Grossman, Aims of leaching in Jewish Schools , p. 152
U) Micah 6:8
(3) Amos 5:24
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reverence, obedience, industry, honesty, righteousness,
justice, purity, honor, kindness, sympathy, helpfulness,
health and happiness and all the afcher attributes of good
citizenship.
It is needless to say that the religious tenden-
cies of the Jewish schools alone are sufficient to justify
their existence. The fathers of our country have told us
in the preamble of the Act of 1787 that "Religion, morality,
and knowledge being necessary to good government and the
happiness 01 mankind. •" (1) The Jewish schools are sup-
plying, tnereiore, to Jewish children the "religion and
morality" which they need in the performance of their
duties as American citizens.
(1) Preamble of Act of 1787
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CHA.PTEB V
KLEIuEH^TAxiY HEBREW SCHOOLS
In recent years efforts have been made to carry
over Jewish education to the age of adolescence and early
adult life. The progress, however, is not too swift and
the center of gravity of formal instruction is still in
the elementary school age. The total enrollment in the
elementary schools as statistics show (1) is close to
200,000 as against 2500 in the Hebrew High Schools and
Temple High School Departments, It is evident, therefore,
that the main activity of formal Jewish education is cen-
tered at present in the Jewish elementary schools.
These schools are divided into four main groups,
three of them, the Hebrew week-day schocls, the one-day
schools, and the parochial schools varying mainly in the
intensity of the Jewish studies and in the allotment of
time devoted to thea. The fourth group, however, the
Yiddish week-day schools is a distinct type school as it
is distinguished from the other elementary Jewish schools
in many ways, as it will be shown in a later chapter. Our
first consideration shall be given to the elementary Hebrew
Schools which have an enrollment of 107,324 pupils or 56.1
per cent of the total Jewish school population. (2)
(1) J). I. Cederbaum, Jewi sh Education , Jan, 1929 $• 53
(2) Ibid.
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These Schools naturally are not all alike in curriculum,
method, and objectives. Some of them are maintained toy
Orthodox congregations, and others toy Conservative congre-
gations and still others are communal schools maintained toy
independent organizations. This variation in sponsorship,
leadership coupled with the various financial conditions of
the various congregations and institutions account for the
lack of uniformity in the elementary Hetorew Schools. I
have selected, therefore, for the purpose of this study
some of the courses designed for the more amtoitious con-
servative schools as they are protoatoly the nearest in
cirriculum and in method to the actual programs of the
largest numtoer of existing elementary Hebrew schools. (1)
(1) A. f« Landesman, A Cirriculum for Jewish Religious
Schools
, pp. 28-29, 172-173, 201
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COURSE A—A SIX YEAit CURRICULUM for " FI7E-DAYS-A- WEEE?' School
tfor children beginning their Hebrew between the ages oi 7 and 9
i'lRST YEAR
HEBREW-— Reading and writing
Study of primers
Blackboard work
Conversation
Building a volcabulary of about £50 words
Conversational forms
PBAYE&BOOK Practice in Reading
Study and meorixation of simple prayers. 1 hour
CUSTOMS AND —-Customs and Ceremonies connected with the home
PRACTICES Constructions of ceremonial objects.
JEWISH ETHICS 1/2 hour
HISTORY BIBle Stories
Mature Stories
Biographies of Jewish heroes in connection
with other studies 1 1/4 hour
MUSIC Jewish songs
Folk melodies
Synagogue responses 25 minutes
EXTRA CLASSROOM—Sabbath Services
ACTIVITIES General Assemblies
Holiday entertainments
Social Service
SECOND YEAR
HEBREW Study of second year texts
Use of supplementary readers
Writing of short exercises 2 1/2 hours
PRAYER3C OK READING
Translation of selections for Sabbath
mornign Service 1 1/2 hours
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CUSTOMS AND Place of Synagogue in Jewish Life (Correlated
PRACTICES with study of Prayerbook and preparation for
JEWISH ETHICS children's service)
HISTORY—------Historical study of national holidays
Biographies of men selected from entire
range of Jewish history.
MUSIC— Same as in previous year 15 minutes
EXTRA CLASoxtGOj*i-As in previous year.
ACTIVITIES
THIRD YEAR
HEBREW ——Study of third grade readers to cultivate
power to grasp thought.
Reading of ahout 75 pages of prose 2 hours
i^Yi^tbOCZ Study of Friday night and Sabbath afternoon
Services
Reading of other parts 1 hour
BIBLE Study of content of part of Patriarchal stories
in children's edition of Boole in Genesis
Second naif of year 1 hour
CUSTOMS AI^D— Customs ana practices of Jews in Many Lands
PRACTICES
JEWISH ETHICS 3/4 hour
HISTORY Development of Jewish People until Death of
Solomon
Discussion of Current Events 1 hour
MUSIC Same as in previous year 15 minutes
EXTRA CLASo^uCia-As in previous year
ACTIVITIES
FOURTH YEAR
HEBREW —Study of about 75 pages of prose in fourth readers
Special attention to sight reading
Correlation of work with history, etc.
Oral and written compositions
Study of Declensions of nouns and congugations
2 hours
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PRAYKRBOOX Study of Daily and Sabbath Service
And Hahzor Study of meaning of important prayers 1 hour
BIBLE Study of stories in Bock of Genesis and some
of the stories in the book of Exodus in children
edition of the Pentateuch 2 hours
CUSTOMS AUD Study of important days in the Jewish calendar
PRACTICES
JEWISH ETHICS 3/4 hour
HISTORY AM) Biblical History from the Death of Solomon to
CURREUT EVENTS Exra 1 hour
MUSIC As previous year
EXTRA CLASSROOM-Sabbath Services
ACTIVITIES
Holiday Entertainments
Acts of Charitableness
tfli'TH YEAH
HEBREW AND—
LITERATURE
—Study of readers and supplementary material to
develop the power to appreciate the literary
sele ctions.
To develop the power to write a short paragraph
and to talk for a few minutes.
To secure mastery of a few grammatical principle
To envourage use of books for outside reading
2 hours
PRAYEHBOOK-
AND MAHZOH
BIBLE-
'Study of contents and order of each holiday
service toefore each holiday.
Practice in reading the Mahzor
•Study and Discussions of content of Sidrah of
each week.
Reading of selections from the Bible in English
translation 2 hours
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CUSTOMS AND Study of Jewish practices, ethics, etc, in
PRACTICES connection with work in other subjects.
JEWISH ETHICS
HISTGHY AND Jewish History from close of Biblical period
CUEHENT EVENTS to completion of Talmud 1 f hours
MUSIC Asin previous year
EXTxtA CLASSxtCOk-As in previous year
ACTIVITIES
SIXTH YEAH
HKniflStf Ai.D——The same as for fifth ^rade, but in a more
LITExiATUciE intensive manner. 2 hours
PHAYE.IdCOK AND-The same as for grade five
UAHZOH
BIBLE- Study of about xOO verses from selections from
the Bible representing the various literay
forms of this literature
Study and reading of portions of English
translations. £ hours
CUSTOMS AND Principles and practiced of Judaism
PRACTICES
JEWISH ETHICS Hebrew terms in common use among Jews. -| hours
HISIOHY AND -Jewish History from the close of Talmudic age
CURRENT EVENTS to the present time.
Study American Jewish history
Place of Palestine in Jewish life today. 1-J hours
kUSIC S ame as in previous year
Practice chanting the Haftorah £0-30 minutes
EZTHA CLASo^OOLi-As in previous year
ACTIVITIES
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COURSE B—A SIX-Year Curriculum for "Three- Days- a-Week" School
for children beginning tneir Hebrew studies between the ages of 7 & 9
FIRST YEi*R
HEBREW- •Study of pupil's textbooks
Practice in reacting simple prayers during
second naif ye^-r
Writing and Conversations
Translation of simple prayers 2 hours
CUSTOMS AKD-—
PRAuTICES
JEWISH ETHICS
-Study of customs and ceremonies connected with
the home
.
Construction of ceremonial objects
Study of Hebrew terms -§- hour
JEWISH HISTORY Bible stories, nature stories, fables, etc.
CURRENT EVENTS
Biographies of representative Jews, stories
of holidays in connection with the study of
Customs and Hebrew. 1 hour
MUSIC Jewish songs, folk melodies
Synagogues responses
EXTRA CLASSROOu—Sabbath Services
ACTIVITIES
General Assemblies
Holiday Entertainments
Acts oi Charitableness
SECOND YEAR
15 minutes
HKBRBW- •Reading of morning service
Study of short selections from Sabbath service
3 hours
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CUSTOMS A11D—-Place of sjmagogue in Jewish Life (Correlated
PRACTICES with study of prayer-book and children's service)
Jewish
JEWISH HISTORY-Histcrical study of national holidays
CURRENT EVENTS
Biographies of men selected from entire range
of Jewish history, 1 hour
MUSIC —As in previous year
EXTRA CLASSROOM-As in previous year
ACTIVITIES
THIRD YEAR
HEBREW Study of third grade reader to gain power to
grasp thought of printed pages.
Study of Sabbath morning service
Reading daily and holiday services &§ hours
BIBLE AND———Readings from books of Judges, Ruth, Samuel and
LITERATURE Zings, hour
CUSTOMS AND——Study of customs and practices through a study
PRACTICES of the life ana manners of Jews in other lands
JEWISH ETHICS 40 minutes
JEWISH HISTORY-Study of Development of Jewish people until
CURRENT EVENTS Death of Solomon
Discussion of Current events 1 hour
MUSIC —As in previous year
EXTRA CLASS^—As in previous year
ROOM ACTIVITIES
.FOURTH YEAR
HEBREW Review of Sabbath services
Study of Friday night service
Reading of holiday services
Study of original the Abraham and Joseph cycles
of stories from children's Book of Genesis.
2£ hours
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BIBLE AND Selections from book3 of Kings, Daniel, Ezra
LITERATURE and He hernia. i hour
CUSTOM AND Study the important days of the Jewish Calendar
PRACTICES
JEWISH ETHICS Study of Hebrew terms £ nour
JEWISH HISTORY-Study of Biblical History from death of Solomon
CURRENT EVENTS to Ezra. 1 hour
MUSIC Jewish songs, folk: songs, Synagogue responses
15 minutes
EXTRA CLASS* General Assemblies
ROOM ACTIVITIES Holiday entertainments
Sabbath services
Acts of Charitableness
HEBREW Study of the development of Jewish liturgy
Order, location, and translation of important
prayers from the Sabbat haand holiday services.
Study of portions from Books of Exodus and
Leviticus
Supplementary readings in simple modern Hebrew.
&§ hours
BIBLE AND ^Selections from Talmud and Midrash
LITERATURE ^e^dings cf Ethics of the Fathers % hour
CUSTOMS AND Study of Jewish practices, Ethics, etc.
PRACTICES Study of Hebrew terms in common use among the
JEWISH ETHICS Jews. 20 minutes
JEWISH HISTORY Jewish History from the close of Biblical Period
CURRENT EVENTS to completion of Talmud. 1 hour
MUSIC As in previous year
Practice in chanting the Haftorah £5 minutes
EXTRA CLASSROOM—As in previous year
ACTIVITIES
SIXTH YEAR
HEBREW Composition and content of some Piyutim
Readings and writings of simple modern Hebrew
Study of selections from the Sidrah of each week
!•§• hours
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BIBLE AtfD Introduction of the Bible
LITEHAlUiOS Study of selections representing the various
literary forms of this sacred literature
Selections from kedieval and Modem literature
Correlated with study of history
CUSTOMS AND—-Principles and practices of Judaism
PiiACTICES Study of Hebrew terms
JEWISH ETHICS f hour
JEWISH HISTOiiY-Jewish History from close of Talmudic age
CD2HKNI EVENTS to date."'
Study of American Jewish history
Place of Palestine in Jewish life today. 1 hour
MUSIC AS In previous year
Practice in chanting the Haft o rah 25 minutes
EXTixA CLASS As in previous year
Room Activities
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A mere glance at the above courses will reveal that
the^oentral aim of each of the courses and programs is to
convey to the Jewish children within the limits of time, the
knowledge and the principles of the Jewish religion and to
prepare them for the active participation in a living Jewish
life, '^'his can be easily seen from the alafctment of time
to each subject and from the brief description of the various
phases of study, indicating in all that the Jewish schools
are making every effort to fulfill their mission as Beligious
schools.
A more detailed study of the curriculae will fur-
nish proof that the Jewish educational programs as they are
carried ouo in the mi st intensive Hebrew schools ar^ pri-
marily religious in nature ana aim and are in perfect har-
mony with the aims and objectives of citizenship training.
The main subjects, as we have seen are as follows:
1* religion
£. Bible
3 . Braye rbo ok
4. Hebrew
5. History
It behooves us now to make some further investigation as
to the aims af each subject separately and as to their
main objectives.
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In my own practice during the last twenty- four
yeats, I have never failed to stress the character value
in every subject, for I fully agree with Dr, J. B* Mailer
of Columbia University ano. the Hebrew Union College, that"
"every subject taught in the Jewish school, every method of
instruction, every incident in the Jewish school contains
possiblities for character training. The Jewish school
must be a place where morals exist, where ethics function
where uesirable forms of conduct may be observed and
practiced," (1) This opinion is by no means personal or
unique. It is really the unanimous opinion of all Jewish
educators and the echo of the Jewish public at large, It
ia worth while noting here that while the general Jewish
public is not very well versed in matters of Jewish educa-
tion, and their opinions on the subject are not expressed
in progressions! language, yet their voice like the voice
of God Almighty is crying out to ilabbis ana teachers to
stress the religious and character element in the education
of their children*
1 Religion as a subject matter includes the study of
the principles of Judaism and all its observances .
£
(1) J, B. Mailer, Moral Education in the Jewish Schftol,
Jewish Education, Volume 1, April, June, 1932,
pp. 14-24
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and practices. x t is all inclusive as it embraces the whole
of Jewish life, social and individual. "The purpose of the
work in this course," according to Dr. J. Greenstone, "and
indeed all other courses of the religious school, should be
to make the children feel that human life depends upon God,
and that the purpose of life is to serve God. And while
they are made to feel their responsibility towards Him,
they 3hould be made to realise that right conduct based
upon the Torah and tradition, is the most acceptable form
of service that may be rendered to God. The children should
be maae to realize that "Religion with the Jew is co-exten-
sive with life, life consecrated by the divine. There is
nothing secular in Jewish life, eve ry^de tail of life is
made aacred. What others call good, the Jew characterizes
as holy, while the evil he regards as sin. To live the
Jewish life, to develop the spiritual elements of character,
to hallow the everyday experiences of life, is the essence
of the Jewish religion." (1)
Customs, ceremonies, and rituals in general are
certainly not to be mistaken for religion itself, and yet
their value in the educational program as well as in life
is not merely that of group cohesion but moral and religious.
It would be fairly correct to say that traditions and
(1) Greenstone, The Jewish Religion , p. 2
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ceremonies are to any religion what a string is to the pre-
cious pearls which it holds. It is the string that gives
them their unity, their coordination, and their safety.
Each and every religion has provided some signs and symbols
to serve as reminders of the great ideals and principles
it wished to adopt and follow.
2. The Bible is the heart of Jewish education
and it comprises the major part of the eourse of study of
the Hebrew week-day schools, Neither Jews nor Christians
have to make apologies for their clinging to this sacred
Book for instruction and inspiration. It is the source of
all religion to Jews and Gentiles alike,. The purpose of
instruction in Bible in the Jewish school is manifold
and it aims:
H
(1) To impress the children with the belief in
the divine origin and the binding authority of the Bible
as conceived by the Jewish people
j
(£) To impress upon the children the fact that
the Bible is not one Book but a literature representing
a development of a thousand years. "This literature
relates the religious experiences of the Jewish people,
their conceptions of God and duty, and their ideals of
conduct, and the divine help given them in their struggle
for holiness and perfection;
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(2) To give to the children the ability to handle
the Bible; i. e. the ability to fi&d book, chapter, and
verse whioh they may need
4
(4) To supply to the pupils such knowledge of
the background of the Biblical narratives as will enable
them to understand and appreciate more fully their Teachings
;
(5) To bring to the children such familiarity
with And love for this literature as shall lead them to a
desire to live the life of the Torah, and to continue to
study and reaaing of the Bible in later years." (1)
There is really no more direct and emphatic re-
ligious education than Biblical knowledge, as Dr. G. A.
Coe says, "The Scriptures are an outgrowth of life. They
are a product of experience, chiefly of religious experi-
ences that arose through the continous, life-giving touch
of the divine hand upon men and peoples through a long his-
tory. To study the Scriptures (in the original—M. L.
)
is simply to get as near to these experiences as possible." (&)
That the Constitution of the United States it-
self is the outgrowth of Biblical influence is acknowledged
by all American historians, and it is a matter of record,
(1) A. f* Landesman, A Curriculum of Jewish fleiigious
Schools, p. 71
(2) 0. A. Coe, Education in Religion and Morals , p. 391
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"that the fundamental principle underlying the Preamble of
the Constitution of the United States was inspired by the
Constitution of a far earlier day, one of our most treasured
heritages, the Holy Bible." (1)
Bible study is, therefore, citizenship training
of the highest degree as Thomas Jefferson daid: "I have
always said, and always will say, that the studious perusal
of the Sacred Volume, will make better citizens , better
fatners, ana better husbands."
3* Worship is one of the major activities of the
Jewish week-day school. This activity is gaining ground
everywhere and there is nardly any school today which does
not include worship in ite program. The Jewish educators
realize that worship and devotional life must become an
integral part of Judaism as there is no other instruction
which is more inductive to a real religious life.
The practical training in worship which includes
the study of the prayerbook in all it3 phases Is a part
of the regular classroom work. In addition each school
has itw own children's congregation where regular services
are held on Sabbath and sometimes also on week-days.
(1) From address by Hon. Gaspar G. Bacon before the
Brotherhood of Xehillath Israel, Bro online, February 19,
1934.
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The study of the Prayerbook is, therefore, an
integral part of the study of Religion ana the ideals of
Judaism, The general purpose of the course may be sum-
marized as follows;
(1) "To help the children cultivate and cherish
the habit of prayer as one of life's supreme privileges.
To give the child an idea of prayer, a leve for prayer,
and a desire to pray is one of the most important tasks
of the religious school^
(2) To impress upon the child not only the
importance of private aevotion, but also the public worship
as one of the most potent influences in the preservation
of Judaism, By attending the synagogue and joining in its
service the Jew proclaims his attachment to Judaism and
his loyalty to his people. It is also a power incentive
towards arousing religious emotion and devoutness in prayer
(3) To impress upon the child the importance of
Hebrew as the language of prayer, as trie tie that unites
us with millions of other worshippers who are our brethren.
The aims thus set forth may be realized by train-
ing the children for a more complete participation in the
service of the synagogue (a) by teaching to read with ease
and accuracy the prayers in the Siddur and Kiahzor, (b) by
imparting to them a knowledge of tne arrangement of the
prayeroook and the order of the service for various occa-
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sions, and (c) by giving them an understanding of some of
the more important prayers," (1)
4* "Language," Miller says, "is more consciously
taken as a symbol by a nationality than a religion." (2)
This is, however, not the case with the Hebrew language.
Its preservation was due to religion and not to nationalism.
And even now with the revival of Hebrew as the living lan-
guage of the Jews of Palestine, its influence in Diaspora
is not that of nationalism but of religion*
"Hebrew, says, Dr. Grossman, "is the cnaracteris-
tic subject of tne curriculum of the Jewish Religious
School, the other subjects, biblical history, ethics, and
religious principles, it shares with other denominational
schools. Only Hebrew is an avowedly Jewish subject. V/hen
the Hebrew is dropped out of the religious training, the
Jewish school lcses much of its uniqueness. The Hebrew
accentuates all other subjects of the school and gives
them their Jewish "genius" and charm. Jewish heroism and
Jewish customs, and Jewish ritual lose the largest part of
their distinctiveness when they are taught without relation
(1) A. F, Landesman, A Curriculum for Je wi sh Heligious
Schools, p. 58
(2) A. Miller, Baces, Rations, and Classes, p. 59
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to that tongue wnich is the source of their life." (1)
The Hebrew language, then, is in reality the
key to the Jewish Bible and to the whole of the moral and
religious spirit which the Jew holds. The Hebrew language
was the organ of Jewish piety aot only through the prayer-
books which hatre been written in Hebrew, but also through
the vast Hebrew literature of alx ages which treasures
the essence of Jewish faith, Jewish morality, and Jewish
ideals. The Jewish children as future citizens are, there-
fore, entitled to be oroguht closer to tne primary sources
of tnese ennobling influences.
5. "The purpose of the study of History," ac-
ccriing to Dr. L. Honor, "should be to instil in the child
the love for his people and a pride in its history. It
should give him a clean and unbroken view of the develop-
ment of the Jewish people irom its beginning up to the
present time, ihe central idea which the teacher is to
impress upon the child is the attempt on the part of the
Jewish people to fashion and preserve its individuality
and its distinctive institutions. The pupil must become
aware that this feat was not accomplished without a con-
scious struggle against all kinds of disintegrating
(1) Dr. Louis G-rossman, The Aims of Teaching in Jewish
Schools
, p. 161
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influences and detrimental forces, -^'he boy or girl should
be made to realize that this struggle has been carried on
successfully only because the Jewish people have never in
the course of its long history been ready to yield to its
environment. It has been willing to adjust itself, to
change, but unwilling in this process to change to surren-
der one iota of its historic continuity. Lastly, the
pupil is to become conscious that in facing the problems
of the present and of the future, the Jewish people must
conserve the same attitude of continutiy and change." (1)
From practical experience, however, every teacher
knows that the study of History in elementary schools is
indirectly also the most excellent vehicle for effective
character education. As Dr. J. Mailer says, "Jewish History
deals with tne true stories of Jews—men and women who
lived and exerted their influence, who were instrumental
in making thngs better or worse.... After the children
will have long forgotten most of the dates in Jewish History
tneir relization as to the contributions of these men will
remain and will prcbaoly continue to influence their own
behavior, helping tnem to live a more purposeful and
more creative life, as useful citizens of their own
(1) Leo L. Honor, The Teaching of Jewish History in the
Jewish Teacher, May 1917 .
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community and as living members of the Jewish group." (1)
Ihis evaluation of the nature ana aims of every
subject in the Jewish educational program reveals two
important points, i'irst, tnat Jewish education as a
whole is not different in anyway from the religious educa-
tion of the non- Jewish groups. It is religious in aim
and purpose ana is only supplementary to public school
ecuation. Furthermore
,
every subject in itself possesses
very strong character building values which, as time
goes on, aid the Jewish boys ana girls to grow to mannood
and womanhood as God- fearing and God-loving American
citizens, drawing their inspiration and encouragement for
an effective religious life irom the teachings of the
Hebrew .bible and from the valiant lives and deeds of the
Jewish prophets and sages, heroes ana martyrs.
J)l) Dr. J. £• Mailer, Moral Education in the Jewish Scaool ,
Jewish Education , Volume II, HO. 2 April 1932 . p. 114
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CHAPTEE. YI
Other Elementary Jewish Schools
The next important group of elementary Jewish
schools is the one-day schools forme rely known as Sunday
Schools or Sabbath Schools and at present best known as
the Jewish Religious Schools. They have an enrollment of
73, £46 pupils which is 38.3 per cent of the total Jewish
school population (1).
This change of names coupled with the fact ihat
90 per cent of these schools are maintained by Temples
and synagogues (2) are of greatest significance as they
indicate clearly that these schools are primarily religion
institutions whose chief aim is to train the Jewish
children in the religion of their fathers.
There is a division of opinion among Rabbis and
educators as the adequacy and efficiency of these one
day schools. Habbi LL S. Haisin,one of the schoarly
Reform Rabbis in this country, would uproot the whole
institution completely. He is of the opinion that Judaism
with its great religions and cultural treasures cannot
be conveyed to the young generation in one weekly session.
(1) H. 3. Linfield, The Jewish Year Book , Vol . 31,
1929-30, p. 149
(2) Ibid.
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He further states that the present curriculum is super-
ficial, inadequate, and wholly incapable of exerting any
influence on the pupils. He admits, however, that the
central motive of the "Sunday School" as well as of the
whole Reform LLovement is the Jewish religion. (1)
There are very many who share with him this view, x'here
are others, however, who still think that his is one of
the most important institutions on the American Jewish
scene that must survive in its present form. The senti-
ment of the matfority, however, take the middle course
which aims to expand the schools and to reorganize them
in the spirit of the changing philosophy and attitude
towards Judaism and Jewish life among tne leaders and
of the Reform movement.
x
'hese problems are by far not purely academical
JL
or technical, i'hey are interwoven with the heart of
Jewish life in this country and they are not remote at
all from the basic problems that confront the Jewish
people everywhere. Our concern here, however, is mainly
with the civic value of these schools and the criteria
here as in the case of the elementary Hebrew school must
be found in tne aims ana objectives of the schools as
(1) Dr. M. a. Eaisin, Shevile Hachinuch, September 1929,
pp. 31-34
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set for thecuby the spiritual leaders and educators and
also in tne various curricula which are actually in
operation in these schools.
"The fundamental American doctrine of the separa-
tion oi church and state has made its effects felt in many
directions, among others in the iield of education. This
accounts largely if not altogether for the barring of re-
ligious instruction from the public schools, i'hose schools
are minature republics and are intended for the children
of all the people without distinction of creed or race.
Sectarian instruction is altogether out of place there.
If such instruction is to be given it must be provided by
the various religious denominations for the children of
their different churches* i'his explians the raison d'etre
of the religious or congregational schools as disparate
from the public schools. Because we American Jews are
such firm believers in that fundamental American doctrine
of the separation of church and- state and because also we
recognize the absolute necessity ox giving our children
a Jewish background, the religious school should bulk
laregly on the horizon of Hewish religious life and should
become a mighty religious influence on the child's devel-
opment. This being the case we may well address ourselves
to a brief consideration of the aim of the Jewish religious
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schools, These aims are three; first, the imparting of
instruction; seconaly, the stimulating of the child's
love for Judaism and thirdly the iilling of ohe child's
interests with an ethical and spiritual content,
First, T^hen, as to the matter of instruction.
Of what shall this instruction consist? The curricula of
our religious schools provide for instruction in Jewish
history, Biblical and post Biblical, in the Jewish reli-
gion ana in Hebrew. Since we uuild upon the past, a
knowledge of that past is essential in any scheme of
education, The Bible being the chief if not the only
source oook for a knowledge of Jewish life for centuries,
it is naturally the point about which much of the instruc-
tion revolves. To give our children and youth as thorough
a knowledge of the Bible as possible must remain a primary
object of Jewish education, i'his knowledge must as a mat-
ter of course be, in the first instance, factual. But
the facts are only the iramework of the structure, namely
the religious outlook, ^'he Biblical story must be inter-
preted accordingly by the skillful teacher. The Jewish
present is so intimately connected with the Jewish past
as recorded in the ^ible and in later records that the
two throw light upon each other. We build upon the past;
we must therefore know it. From the knowledge of that
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past flows an understanding of the religion. The instruc-
tion in history offers a constant opportunity to illustrate
the teachings of the religion. They are unfailingly inter-
related.
The question now arises, since the Bible was
written in Hebrew ana. since Hebrew is the traditional
sacred tongue of the Jews, in how far is an acquisition
of a knowledge of Hebrew an aim of our religious schools?
As far as Jewish life in the United States goes, and with
that we are chiefly concerned, Hebrew is not the language
of our daily life. English is our language of communica-
tion. The object of Hebrew instruction in our religious
schools is to impress upon the children the. fact that
Hebrew is the language used in important portions of the
religious service, as well as the language of our rich
religious literature. To make the children conversant
with select portions of the service and of our religious
literature is the purpose of whatever instruction in Hebrew
can be given. More than this we cannot expect to accomplish.
Happy we if we can accomplish that much.
I mentioned above that the second aim that we
must have in mind is the stimulating of the child's love
for Judaism. The entire atmosphere of the classroom must
conduce toward this. Unless trie child emerges from the
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school with a strong interest in and a feeling of attach-
ment for the faith, the school £ails. All the instruction
must converge towards that point.
And finally the child's interest giust be filled
with an ethical and spiritual content • The presence of
God must he made very real. The right life must grow out
of the atmosphere that the child brethes in. As has
been well said "Character cannot be taught, it must be
caught." This is the imitatio del inherent in Judaism.
"Holy shall ye be for I the Lord your God am holy," was
the charge pronounced to the people long ago. If as a
result of Jewish education this is accomplished, its
aims will be completely fulfilled. This must be the
object kept constantly in mind." (1)
This excellent exposition of the aims and
content of the Jewish religious school was given recently
by Dr. D. Philipsen, the chairman of the commission on
Jewish education and I am confident that the reader will
agree with me that such a type of education as described
by Dr. Philipson is in reality not merely Jewish education
but a genuine education for citizenship, as it aims to
instill the Jewish children with the religious and
(1) Dr. David Philipson , The Aim of the Je wish Religious
Schools , The Jewish Teacher , November , 193% .
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humanitarian spirit of prophetic Judaism. A cartiul study
of the following curriculum or of any curriculum of a one
day Jewish school will support this statement, The subject
matter, the alottment of time to each subject, the method
of instruction and the whole atmosphere of any school are
all bent in one direction namely, to imoue the children
with the sanctity of the Jewish religion in all its phases.
A SUftlt&Y SCHOOL CU
i'he Beginner's and Primary Departments
I'HE BBGIflliERS Ca ^i&^UARTEu CLAdS
Age 6 years
CUSTOMS AjMD- Connected wilh some of the Jewish holidays and
CEREMONIES home
BIBLE AND——Folk tales, legends, mirths, collected from
HISTORY entire range of Jewish literature
STORIES
EXFRESSIOtfAL-Dramati nations
WORK Drawing, Moedlling, Clay and Sand work, cutting
construction work in connection with other subjects
MUSIC Children's songs and ^ewish folk songs 15-20 minutess
HEBREW Memorisation of a few simple prayers and benedictions.
FIRST GRA-lE 6-8 years
CUSTOMS AND— Connected with the Jewish home % hour
CEREMONIES
BIBLE AND- Biblical stories, nature stories, holiday stories
HISTORY STORIES arranged in series under related themes* 1£ nr.
EXtRESSlGNAL-Dramatizations and various forms of handwork to
.YORK fix truths of lesson.
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Libs I C Synagogue responses
Jewish folk scngs, music for religious observances
of home and n^lidays 15-<i0 minutes
ASSEMBLY Assembly for prayer
4uiet music, story .bible readings
Songs at beginning of session
Occasional gatherings of entire school 15 minutes
7-9 years
CUSTOMS AnD-The Jewish holidays (customs and cermonies connected
CEiM)ttIES with the special days.)
BIBLE AND Study of Biblical characters from latriaehs to
HISTORY Solonon, together with Headings of simple selections
STORIES from Bible. 1 hour
EXPHESSICI*A1-As in previous graue
Work:
MUSIC— As in previous grade
ASSEMBLY——As in previous grade
THIriD GiiADE
8-10 years
CUSTOMS Ai^D--Jews in Many Lands, (customs and ceremonies of Jews
CExiEMOBIES in other lands.) -| hour
BIBLE ML- Study of Biographies of about thirty Jewish heroes
HISTORY selected from entire range of Jewish history and
STCHIES representing various lands. 1 hour
EXlxiESSIC^AL-As in previous grade
work
MUSIC As in previous year
ASSEMBLY As in previous grade
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THE IHTKRMKDUTB DlElEXiflQi<?
Grade ffour
9-11 years
HEBREW Mechanics of reading
Study of simple blessings and prayers used in home
50 minutes
HISTORY AND—History stories correlated with study of Jewish
CURRENT EVENTS Calendar
BIBLE AND Selected readings from "ewish literature (correlated
LITERATURE with work in customs and ceremcnies)
CUSTOM AL\D—The Jewish Calendar: significance of special days
CEREMONIES of Jewish Calendar- -their observances. 40 minutes
MUSIC Synagogue responses
Jewish folk songs, etc. 15-20 minutes
OTHER Departmental, Special, Sabbath, and general school
ACTIVITIES Assemblies
Services
Social Service activities
Expressional work as drami tizations, constructions, etce
15 minutes
10- 12 years
HEBREW Mechanical Reading
Study of Sabbath services
Reading from holiday services 45 minutes
HISTORY AND—History of the Jews in tMir own land. (Jewish history
CURRENT EVICTS from Patriarchal times to at least the Maccabean
Period; otudy of Geography, of Palestine.
Discussion of Current Events. 45 minutes
BIBLE AND Introduction to the Bible (general survey of the
LITERATURE various books of Bible together with selected
readings from them in translation) 45 minutes
CUSTOMS Ai»D--Discussion of manner of celebration and significance
CEREMONIES of Jewish holidays in season
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MUSIC As in previous year
OTHEB ACTIVITIES^-As in previous year
SIXTH Gr^jDE
1£-12 years
HFBHEW Study of Sabbath and Holiday Services
Study of meaning of some of the important prayers
50 minutes
HISTOHY AKD—History of Jews in Diaspora (Jewish history from
CUHHEHT about 70C.E. to Present times.
EVENTS Discussion of Current Events and Civics. 45 minutes
BIBLE AivD ^eauings of selections irom Jewish literature in
LITiaATUHI translation (correlated with work in history)
CUSTOMI AND GKHKMONIKa- Principles and Practices of Judaism.
40 minutes
ICU3IC As in previous year
OTHE-t. ACTIVITIES-As in previous year
The Jewish parochial schools are no exception to the
writer 1 s contention that the Jewish elementary schools in the
United States are religious in purpose and nature. The fact
that there are only twelve parochial schools in this country with
an enrollment of only 3290 pupils or 1.8 per cent of the total
Jewish school population (1) is ample proof that the American
Jews do not favor educational segregation even if they were to
benefit by it, religiously. This becomes even more evident
when we find that the existing parochial schools are almost with-
out exception preparatory schools for Theological seminaries, and
teachers training schools which the pupils intend to attend in
later years. Their main purpose of coming to the parochial school
is to receive a mere intensive and adequate religious training which
will prepare them for admission in tne luture to the higher schools of
(1) D. I. Cederbaum, Extent and Cost of Jewish Education, Jan. 1929
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learning where they hope to pursue their studies for their
future callings.
x he Yiddish schools are the only ones which are
not religious neither in principle nor in practice, xhey
are secular from the point of view tnat they do not involve
religious practices, iheir Jewishness consists mainly in
that they use the Yiddish language as a medium of instruc-
tion and they also teach the modern Yiddish literature,
emphasizing in this manner the present day Jewish life
of the masses with all its problems.
The le^aers of this movement are lamenting the
inade^uatoy of the progress made in the last twenty- five
years, ^hey afctrioute it to tne fact "tney appeal only
to the poorer classes and ior tnat reason tney encounter
on their way many more difficulties than do the other
types of Jewish educational institutions." (1) The real
reasons ior theri uiificulties, however, are to he found
in the realms of religion ana Americanization rather than
in purely economical circumstances, The conscious Jewish
people are by nature religious and very few of them are
willing to accept a secular Jewish education which is
not tied up in some manner with the religion and history
(1) L. Lehrer, The Yiddish Secular School, Jewish
Education, April- June, li>3&.
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Of ancient Israel, ^he language motivation, too, has no
lasting basis in this country. Since the cessation of
immigration, She Yiddish language is rapidly declining
both in prestige and in use and it certainly cannot become
the cultural motive for an educational system.
It is not surprising, therefore, that twenty-
five years of effort has brought no significant results
at
and that_present the Yiddish wee.k-day schools comprise
only 3,8 per cent of the total Jewish school population. (1)
It must also be noted that it was xound that almost all
the existing Yiddish schools are very smaii one-teacher
schools and that 85 per cent of them are operated by iour
separate and uistinctive organisations., while the other
15 per cent are. independent local neighborhood institutions
.( %
One may easily conclude from these facts that the Yiddish
schools in this country are of a passing jjature and that
their influence on Jewish life ana n the Jewish education-
al movement in the United States is insignificant.
It cannot be denied that here are some Hebrew
schools where nationalistic tendencies are stressed.
These are, however, the exceptions, furthermore, in most
(1) D. I, Cederbaum, Extent and Cost of Jewi sh Education ,
Jewish Education, January 1929,
(2) Ibid.
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cases it is done upon the teacher? s own initiative and upon
his oen responsibilit y. Without the consent or knowledge
of the community. The Jewish community as a whole, with
rare exceptions in some independent schools, organizes and
maintains its Hebrew schools for the sole purpose of giving
their children a religious education, Ibis education
naturally involves all kinds of cultural endeavors, but the
thing it sefcks most above everything else is a religious
training. Dr. Cyrus Adler, the president of the Jewish
Theological Seminary aas expressed this view in unmistak-
able language when he said, "Let it be remembered that
the community is not interested in a purely cultural
movement, however, valuable that may be, but that all
Jewish studies will be pursued to religious end, to under-
stand, to discern, to hearken, to learn and to teach, to
observe, to do, and to fulfil in lave all . the words of
instruction in Thy Law." (1$
11) Dr. Cyrus Adler, Hand Bo ok , Hebrew High Schools of
Philadelphia .
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CHAPTER VII
OTHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
The Hebrew High School and the High School depart-
ments in the Sunday Schools are of recent origin as none of
them existed anywhere in 1910. At present there are quite
a number of them designated by different names but all of
them offering secondary Hebrew or Jewish schooling. The
programs of these High Schools vary extensively but the
basic distinction is in the fact that the Hebrew School is
an extension of the intensive elementary Hebrew School*
The program of studies is, therefore, Hebraic in nature.
The majority of the SOOO-pupils who attend these schools
intend to continue their study upon graduation at the var-
ious teachers' training schools or at the rabbinical col-
leges* The High School departments are usually continuation
schools of the Sunday Schools. The aims and objections of
the programs of the various High Schools are much the same
as those of the elementary schools. The difference is only
in the grade of work and in the manner of presentation. (1)
A glance at any curriculum of a Jewish High
School will reveal that its main purpose is to rear a reli-
gious and cultured Jewish generation, which "will be ready
TO A. Puahkin, Two Decades of Progress in Jewish Education,
Jewish Education Vol. IV, No. 1, Jan—March 193£
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and willing when its turn comes to assume responsibility for
the maintenance and development of Jewish life and ideals." (1)
The United Hebrew High School of Philadelphia with
its threefold curriculum in Hebrew, Hebrew-English, and
English is a good example of the various High School programs.
It covers in certain phases the study of Jewish history,
Bible, Biblical literature, selections from the Apocrypha,
Talmud, Hagadoh, and medieval and modern literature, stress-
ing in every instance the spiritual values of Jewish culture, (2)
The few technical and vocational schools, as well
as the two Jewish farm schools, are purely civic enterprises.
They were organized during the great tide of Jewish immigra-
tion with the hope of aiding in the solution of the problems
of distribution and Americanization* It is significant to
note that, while these schools are under Jewish auspices,
yet they are open to non-Jewish students and many non-Jews
are holding hign positions on the various faculties, thus
denoting the true Jewish-American spirit. (3)
The National 3arm School of Pennsylvania deserves
special mention. It was founded by Rabbi Joseph Xranskopp
(1) Ben Ho sen, Handbook Hebrew High School of Philadelphia
(2) Ibid.
(3)B. B. Bogen, Jewish Philanthropy , pp. 125-137, 241-243.
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of Philadelphia who firmly believed that a great deal of
the maladjustment and social instability of the Jew is due
to the centuries of oppression which forced him in self-
defense to become an urban trader. His faith was staunch
in the capacity of his coreligionists to secure greater
happiness and firmer independence on the sail, and at the
same time become of productive service to the nation. When
the school was actually organized, however, Rabbi Kranskopf
extended its service to Jews and non-Jews alike and from
its very inception its policy was strictly non-secterian.
"No worthy boy has been reiused admission on account of
religion. Its splendid equipment and opportunities are
open to any deserving youth wishing to train for a life as
a progressive farmer. Though Jewish contributions have
largely supported the institution, this has in no measure
kept the School from its undeviating standard, which re-
gards creed as irrelevant to its purpose, and which accepts
boys from 17 to 21 years of age—whether they be Jew or non-
Jew. What matters is that they are deserving and eager to
profit by the training offered." (1)
The American Jews, being utterly opposed to edu-
cational segregation, have never had any aspiration to es-
tablish colleges of their own. The only Jewish college
(1) The National tfarm School Julie tin, 1934-35, p. 12
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which is authorized to offer courses leading to the Bachelor
of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees is the Yeshiva
College of New York, which is an integral part of the Rabbi
Issac Hchanan Theological Seminary. As a part of the most
orthodox Theological Seminary of America the College is a
religious institution, "seeking to strengthen in the minds
of its students this abiding consciousness of the high
ideals and the spiritual heritage of the Jewish people, and
to develop intellect and character. (1)
The Dropsie College of Philadelphia ia a Jewish
graduate school, and outside of the Hebrew University at
Jerusalem, it is the only non- theological Jewish institu-
tion in the world with the right to confer the degree of
Ph» D. It is open to all graduate students without dis-
tinction of race, creed, or color.
There are five Jewish Theological Seminaries in
this country with an enrollment of about 600 students, all
of them preparing for the rabbinate. (2) The programs of
these schools vary somewhat in accordance with their reli-
gious views and professional aims. They differ, however,
very little in method and in procedure from the leading
(1) Yeshiva Colie ge Catalogue . 1932-33, p. 9
(2) H. S. Linfield, The American Jewish Year Book, Vol. 31,
pp. 143-146
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Christian Theological Seminaries. 'A'heir main purpose is
to train spiritual leaders for their respective synagogues
and temples. Instruction is £iven in Bible, Babbinics,
Theology and Philosophy, History, Hebrew, and Cognate
Languages, lach college naturally expounding the various
courses in the light of their own denomenational convictions.
The Jewish Institute of Religion is an exception in this
respect as "it does not commit its teachers and atudents
to any special interpretation of Judaism* It offers to
Jews and non-Jews alike a constructive knowledge of all
phases of Judaism, its spiritual and social iaeals, its
history and its outlook, its contribution to the world's
progress and store of good." (1)
These Theological Schools are rendering a double
service to this country, first by preparing hundreds of
Jewish American young men for the divine service of the
ministry to serve their fellow citizens, and second by
providing the Jewish population with an American or an
Americanized leadership* I am stressing this point because
prior to the establishment of these Theological Schools,
the Jewish American citizenty was entirely dependent upon
European x&bbis who could not adapt themselves to American
life. As a result of the splendid progress of these Semin-
(1) £he Jewish Institute of Religion Bulletin. 193£-33, p. 12
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aries, many of the Jewish Kabbis of today are among the
leading citizens of this country, rendering the highest
service in every field of American oivic endea-vor.
In connection with the higher Jewish educational
institutions, the libraries would be mentioned. In the
libraries of the Dropsie College and of the Jewish rab-
binical seminaries alone there are about ££8,000 books and
8500 manuscripts, There are also large collections of
Jewish books, both Hebraic and Judaic, in the Congressional
Library in Washington, in the libraries of the Universities
of Harvard, Columbia, Yale, Chicago, etc., in the libraries
of non- Jewish theological seminaries, and in the numerous
public libraries. (1)
The Jewish educational activities have also spread
into the field of social service. The numerous Murse-train-
ing schools in Jewish hospitals and the N. Y. Graduate
School for Jewish Sooial Work, preparing hundreds of Jewish
young men and women for a life of service, are outstanding
examples of the Jewish eagerness to serve their fellowmen. (2)
And last but not least among the Jewish educational
institutions are the nineteen Teachers 1 Training Schools,
having an enrollment of almost £500 students (3) who, upon
TTJ ST"87 Linfield, The Jewish Yearbook, Vol. 31, p. 158
(2) Ibid. pp. 133, 146
(3) Ibid,, p. 146
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graduation, become the teachers of the Jewish American
youth.
Professor Coe may he generally correct in his
contention that "the chief influence upon the young of any
generation precedes not from isolated individuals hut from
group, class, and mass relationships*" (1) This philosophy
however, should not he applied in the field of Jewish edu-
cation, ihese isolated individuals, the teachers, some-
times hold the key to the whole situation* 'i'he supreme
task of the Teachers' Training Schools is the raising of
a body of trained teachers, equipped with civic intelligence
and who know the needs of the Jewish youth and also the
needs of the country. What we need most is a growing gen-
eration of good citizens and this is greatly in the hands
of the religious teachers. "The teacher must conceive of
Jewish education as a means of adjusting the Jew to the
American environment. .." (2)
(1) G. A* Coe, Educating for Citizenship , p* 31
(2) E. Gameran. Teacher-Training for Jewish Schools, p. 12
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CEUITIH VIII
Extension Education
Next to the ecuational institutions comes exten-
sion education* Ho integrated and comprehensive education
has as yet been organized, hut many attempts have been made
along this line in many places and in may directions and
these efforts deserve some evaluation as to their civic
worth.
She Independent Order of Bnai Brith is one of
the most representative American Jewish organizations spon-
saring very many activities which are of great civic value.
The Anti-Defamation League is a Bnai Brith acti-
vity whose chief purpose in the past was to defend the name
of the Jews whenever and wherever it is defamed. "But more
recently the activities and scope of the League have been
widened and developed. In addition to the work it has per-
foraod so effectively in the past, and continues to perform
now, it is engaged in the more positive task of bringing
to Christians a better understanding of Judaism, so as to
reduce defamation itself. In other words, prevention is
more important than cure. This new extension of the League 1
work falls into two catagories; first, educational work,
and second, research work in the iield of employment dis-
crimination against Jews.
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The educational campaign has been going on for
some time, while the latter activity has only begun. Hon-
Jewish groups throughout the country have heard, through
arrangement by the League, leading rabbis, Jewish educators,
and prominent laymen explain the meaning of Judaism, its
contributions to our civilization, and its aims* Good
will literature is sent by the League to Christian ministers,
churches, institutions, and important individuals.
The League had, of course, handled many individu-
al cases of discrimination against Jews in employment in
the past, but lately the charge has been made in many quar-
ters that these were more than individual and isolated
oases—-that in some industries blanket discrimination was
being practiced. Bnai Brith, therefore, called a joint
conference of a half dozen of the leading Jewish organiza-
tions of the country to consider the matter. The result
was the formation of a conference which is functioning now,
and intends to raise funds, carry on research work to
determine the extent of truth in the charges, and take
steps to combat the situation*
The League is working closely in cooperation with
the Good Will Committee of the Federal Council of Churches
of Christ in America to bring about a better understanding
between religious groups so that a more tolerant sympathetic
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attitude may be brought about in this country. n (1)
Bnai Brith ia also the spondor of the Hillel
Foundation at the Universities of Illinois, Wisconsin, Ohio
State, Michigan, Cornell, West Virginia, Texas, and Califor-
nia. A detailed description of the foundation activities
will perhaps give us a clear picture of their true citizen-
ship value 8*
It is only natural that the Hillel Foundations
should emphasize attendance at religious services, and en-
courage the interest and participation of all the Jewish
students on the campus therein, and in this work the Founda-
tion as in every other activity, serves all the students.
There are Orthodox, services as well as xieiorm, for the
Foundations are neither Orthodox, Conservative, nor Heform,
but rather all inclusively Jewish. They are the agency
through which every form of Jewish religious aspiration
expresses itself.
Before the Hillel Foundations were established,
Jewish college students, even when their universities
were located in Jewish centers, attended services in
almost negligible numbers. Many openly termed themselves
"atheists" or "free-thinkers," while they were so furtive
and apparently ashamed of their Judaism that they would
(1) A Wider-Scope—Bnai Brith Publication, p. 9
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be cruelly embarrassed every time it was mentioned in the
presence of Gentiles. Today, with Hillel foundation classes,
debates, lectures, plays, musicales, and services, opening
their eyes to Judaism's real value and meaning, the Jewish
students are not only proud to be known as Jews, but at-
tend religious services regularly because they now hold
meaning ana inspiration.
committee 01 students constantly works at each
Foundation to make the services appealing and significant,
attracting interesting speakers and making the youth of
the campus feel that religion—Judaism— can still play a
vital part in the life of even oollege men and women. Re-
gularly throughout the year there are all- student services
at which the students themselves conduct a ritual and
deliver the sermons. Many of the most active never attended
a Jewish religious service before in their lives. Bach
foundation also has a choir consisting entirely of Jewish
students.
Before the advent of the Hillel Foundations, a
large portion of the Jewish students attended college classes
on most of the Jewish holidays, even on Yom Kippur and Ho ah
Hashonah. Today, through the Foundations, they are excused
from classes, and all the holidays are observed appropriately
at Hillel. Each Foundation has its own Passover Seder, and
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and each arranges for Pesah meals to be served throughout
the entire week* Last year at Cornell 2&0 attended each
of the Seders and 115 ate regularly the Pasover meals
which the Foundation had arranged to provide i'or them.
In less than seven years the supersensitiveness
of thousand of Jewish students at eight large universities
their evasion of all Jewish contact and associations, have
changed to a proud Jewish consciousness. Furthermore,
Jews, heretofore, separated by wealth, social exclusive-
ness, diverse credal differences, or indifference, are
for the first time in their lives meeting and learning
to icnow the fine types represented by their student core-
ligionists, who some day will be their fellow citizens in
Jewish communities of many cities in the land*
Not only had there been a development of a real
spirit of fellowship between the Jewish students, but there
has also been a remarkable birth of friendship and under-
standing between the Jews and the Gentiles on the campus*
Judaism had been something to speak about in whispers,
apologetically. How thousands of Gentiles in unniversity
communities are every day reading about and learning to
know something about Judaism and Jewish students* All of
the open forums, plays, discussion groups, athletics, are
open to everyone, and Gentiles as well as Jews throng the
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meetings addressed by the prominent leaders of our faith.
Before the advent of the Hillel Foundations, a Jew had never
been invited to address the all-university services which
are held in most schools throughout the year; now a number
of our leading rabbis speak before thousands of university
students who never before saw or heard a Jew speak from the
pulpit* As a result, Gentiles art forming new conceptions
of Judaism and Jews. Recently Babbi Stephen S. Wise delivered
an address before the student body of Cornell University
under the auspices of the Hillel Foundation, and at the
banquet following the affair the President of the University
for the first time in the history of Cornell University,
addressed a representative group of Jewish students. Both
he and Habbi Wise eulogized the Bnai Brith Hillel Foundation
on that occasion.
Some of the universities have held good will sem-
inars lasting several days, at which some of our leading
rabbis, directors, ana stuaents of the Foundations, and
Christian representatives have discussed and suggested rem-
edies for the eradication of prejudice and the promotion
of tolerance and fellowship between the different religions.
At West lirginia University, a fraternity scholarship cup
had, for years, been awarded annually to the fraternity in
Panheilenic Council which had the highest scholarship average.
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But the Jewish fraternities as well as a number of the
Gentile groups, were not admitted to Panne 11 enio Council.
The Hillel foundation there, at the invitation of the uni-
versity, now offers a scholarship cup to the fraternity on
the campus, in or out of the Panhellenic Council, which
scores the highest average.
Two years ago, the following paragraph appeared
in the editorial columns of one of the city papers where
a Hillel foundation is situated: "For some time, the mem-
hers of this community had considered the Jewish students
at the university an undesirable lot. Since the advent of
the Hillel foundation, with its tactful and sensible Direc-
tor, and its fine, idealistic program and community interest,
both the university community and the residents of the town
feel that the Jewish students constitute one of the finest
groups we have represented at the univdrsity»" (1)
The exact spiritual value of such a ctivities among
Jewish college students can be understood best upon further
consideration of the real situation, It is a well-jgnown
fact that the college age and college atmosphere and all
the other surrounding circumstances have not been favorable
to religious feelings and practices. The powerful forces in
the environment—soience
,
democracy, industry, and inter-
(1) foundation of Jewish Leadership , p. 8-10
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communication exert a tremendous influence upon the religious
outlook and practice of all our youth. In fact, all the
forces of moaern life are awakening an attitude of questioning
and skepticism, and are developing a feeling of apathy
towards spiritual life. ±his condition is aggravated by
the fact that a large number of Jewish college students
are not bringing very much religion with them when they
come to college. In an investigation made by Eabbi Nathan
at the University of Pennsylvania and Temple University,
both in Philadelphia, it was found that of 1501 Jewish (1)
students only about 9$ had a regular Hebrew school train-
ing. The rest had received a superficial Sunday School
training or #o training at all. *he religious equipment
of such a body of stuaents is absolutely inadequate for
their lives as leaders in their communities and in their
professions. In the face of the Hillel Foundations and
Menorah, Avukah, ana other Jewish student organizations
functioning at present among the Jewish college students
become very praiseworthy and valuable as constructive
citizenship functions of the high est degree.
The A* Z. A* is a Junior Bnia Brith organization
having chapters in more than a hundred cities with thou-
sands of youths drawing their religious and cultural inspi-
ration from its manifold activities. "Each chapter holds
(1) Martin Hathan, The Attitude of the Jewish College
Student, Je wish Education , Jan. 1932.
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holds regular meetings under the supervision of an adult,
usually a member of the local Bnfci Brith lodge. National
headquarters are maintained in Omaha, which sends out
suggestions for Jewish programs of interest to all the
members, while, in addition, each local chapter evolves its
own special activities. There are debates and oratorical
contests on Jewish subjects, athletics, productions of
Jewish plays, observance of all Jewish holidays, local
Jewish social service work. In most communities the chap-
ters, on occasion^ hold all-A. Z. A* services in the local
synagogue or temple; in others, they assist the local
Jewish charities in many ways$ in still others, they put
on an entire program for a meeting of the Bnai Brith lodge.
New members are inducted into the organization
with a beautiful ritual of Jewish symbolism. Like the
Hillel foundations, the A. 2*. A. stresses the fundamental
principles of Judaism, and not the Orthodox, £omservative
,
or Reform interpretation of them. In this way boys of
all Jewish classes come together on a common platform,
and grow up together united in a Jewish fellowship." (1)
The National Jewish Welfare Board is another
leading Jewish organization which is spreading its activi-
ties into many directions, stressing at all times the
(1) A Wider- Scope Bnai Brith Publication, p. 5
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promotion of high ideals, welfare and good citizenship among
the Jewish youth of America. Its chief purpose is "to
promote the religious, intellectual, physical and social
well-being of Jews, especially young men and women, hoys,
and girls. So stimulate the organization and to assist in
the activities of Jewish Community Centers, including
Young Men's Hebrew Associations, Young Women's Hebrew As-
sociations, and Kindred Organizations, and to cooperate
with similar bodies in the development of Judaism and good
oitizenship. f^o provide for the religious welfare of sol-
diers, sailors, and marines in the service of the United
States and disabled ve trans f " fl)
A more detailed statement of the actual work of
this organization will give the reader a true idea of its
magnitude in scope and achievement.
In the field of Community Centers their service
covers a wide range of activities. They serve 269 Young
J^en's Hebrew Associations, Young Women's Hebrew Associations,
Synagogue Centers, and Jewish Community Centers, with
300,000 members. It helps communities to provide for
cultural, social, Jewish educational ana other wholesome
leisure time services. Their field workers visit communi-
ties, help them to organize activities, assist them in
(1) The national Jewish Welfare Board Statement of Activities.
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in the solution of problems ana supervise local programs
and institutions* They provide a full program of educational
and cultural activities through the Jewish Education Depart-
ment* Last year 560,000 individuals attended Jewish and
civic holiday celebrations arranged with the aid of the
Board. They furnish program material and training of 50,000
members of clubs and groups in these Centers* They offer
special courses for training volunteer leaders* Their
Lecture- Concert Bureau annually arranges over 700 lectures
and concerts, which were attended last year by £60,000
individuals* Their Campaign Department has enabled scores
of Centers to keep thAir doors open during the depression*
They recruit and train professional workers for local Centers
throughout their Personnel Department* The Department of
Studies makes community and activity surveys, as guides to
sound community organization* Assistance in problems of
membership, financial and building operation is afforded
by the Department of Jewish Center Administration* They
furnish complete architectural and equipment service for
Jewish communal institutions through their Building Bureau.
They organize vocational, educational and recreational pro-
grams for the unemployed and offer them the fullest oppor-
tunity to utilize the Center facilities. The doors of
every affiliated Center throughout the country are open to
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both members and non-members who are unable to pay* They
cooperate through their Health and Camping Department with
outdoor summer camps and summer home camps attended by
20,000 boys and girls every year. The Department of Publi-
cations publishes the Jewish Center Quarterly, books, bul-
letins, pamphlets and progaram material. Last year it dis-
tributed 7619 bulletins and publications.
The Jewish Welfare Board is also the responsible
agency of the Jewish community in providing for religious
and welfare activities for Jewish men in the military ser-
vice of our country. They conduct social, welfare, and
religious activities for over 1000 disable* veterans in
the United States Veterans' Hospitals. Last year the Board
handled 13,042 personal welfare cases for disabled veterans,
widows and orphans, and parents of deceased veterans. They
serve 5000 Jewish men in the Army and Navy and 1500 annually
in the Citizens liilitary Training Camps. Their workers are
in constant contact with the Jewish men at 160^iposts, sta-
tions, and hospitals in the United (jftates, China, Manila,
Hawaii, Panama and Haiti. They serve thousands of Jewish
young men in 1400 isolated and distant camps conducted by
the Civilian Conservation Copps. They arrange High Holiday
and Passover services for them, supply Jewish literature,
prayer books, etc., and render personal service. They bring
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the Jewish community to these unemployed boys scattered through-
out the country at great distances from their homes and
frequently from Jewish communities.
The leading Jewish Women's organization in this
country is the National Council of Jewish Women, a pioneer
women's organisation which has worn national and international
recognition for its civic and humanitarian spirit, For
nearly forty years the National Council of Jewish Women has
maintained a magnificient program of service for the foreign
horn, acting as big sister, teacher and friend to the thou-
sands of immigrant mothers and girls who have come to these
shores unescorted and unprotected. After establishing theifr
in their new American homes, efforts hafre been made to give
them a knowledge of the language and of the laws of the
country, to which they have come to live, and to help adjust
them to their new environment. That activity which has
come to be called Service to the Foreign Born has been
one of the most outstanding achievements of any women's
organization anywhere in the world.
From this service has grown the international ser-
vice to families across the Atlantic who tragedies and suf-
ferings today are greater than ever before because of the
war, restrictive Immigration legislature and the breakdown
of the economic structure, j'or this service rendered by
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their National organization they have official national
endorsement and recognition abroad. They are, of course,
one of the most active women's organizations in America in
the field of liberalizing legislation affecting the immi-
grant and the foreign born.
Their orignial program has been followed by the
development of a social service program for children and
youth, for families, for the physically handicapped, such
as for the Jewish blind and deaf, and for the underprivi-
leged, i'his service has been developed by Council Sections
in weUnorganized settlement houses, community recreation
centers, health clinics, nursery schools, camps for mothers,
babies, boys, ana girls* Mg Sister work, adult education
classes along cultural and intellectual lines, vocational
guidance and job advice for girls and boys, and scholarship
have been conspicuously successful activities. In auiumber
of cases these experiements have been so successful that
public agencies have taken over the work.
From small sincere efforts of women whose hearts
were big and purses generous, and who had courage, faith
and idealism, theie has been developed one of the largest
social service organizations in the country, aiming to use
the best available standards and following the most modern
trends, as recommended by experts and authorities in the
field of social work. In rural districts it served for
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nearly fifteen years the social, cultural, and. religious
needs of thousands of Jewish families living in farming
communities* In many of the larger communities the Council
has assumed the function and responsibility of interpreting
professional social work to volunteer groups. Many leaders
have had such thorough training in the Coucil that ohey
have been called upon by their communities to carry large
responsibilities in Community Federations and in emergency
situations*
The National Council of Jewish Women has done
more than just encourage the establishment of Sabbath Schools*
Where no other provisions have been made it taJces the religious
leadership in the community* It initiates courses in Bible
Study and Jewish education and cultivates the active interest
of its membership in Judaism and Jewish culture* It is af-
filiated with a large number of National Jewish Organizations
interested in the promulgation of these subjects. 2he National
Council of Jewish women translates religion into social ser-
vice and a program of social justice*
On the subject of Peace and Disarmament, the
National Council of Jewish Women has for many years been
vitally interested. Our Peace activitiea are grouped under
three headings—education, cooperation, and legislation,
and our work aa-ong these lines constitutes a major activity
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of our Sections, x'he Sections conduct study courses, attend
Peace meetings and conferences and oppose or endorse impor-
tant National legislation concerned with the subjects of
disarmament and the promotion of better international rela-
tions. They maintain, both locally and nationally, the
closest cooperation with- important Peace organizations in
America* hese turn to us continutally for active support,
Because of our concern in the subject of Social
Legislation, they have endorsed and actively supported
many measures seeking to improve the lives of women and
children, aliens, the foreign born and unemployed. Their
organization has been particularly acfcive in behalf of
old age security, unemployment insurance and minimum wage
legislation, and recently has been most active in helping
to maintain adequate education budgets for adults as well
as for children," (1)
The Brotherhoods, Sisterhoods, and other auxiliary
groups are in every respect religious, civic, and cultural
organizations working side by side with the synagogues and
temples in the promotion of Judaism in all its phases*
The Jewish Press with its hundred of publications
in English, Hebrew, and Yiddish is indeed an institution
(1) Objectives and Purposes of the Nation Council of
Jewish Women, New York
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in itself. Ho one will question the high motivesfcof the
English publications which are known to Jews and Gentiles
alike as active and efficient civic agencies for true
Americanism devoted to the cause of American democracy.
The Hebrew press so far as so insignificant that
it hardly deserves any discussion. Ihe only monthly mag-
azine in Hebrew, the Hadoar, an exponent of Hebrew culture
in this country, has a circulation of about three thousand,
and this is a result of about thirty years of Hebraic
effort in this country. Yet this publication too is not
entirely void of civic contributions. It deals frequently
with American issues in a true American spirit promoting
always reverence for American ideals and institutions.
The Yiddish Press, although declining in recent
years due to the cessation of Jewish immigration and the
gradual and natural process of Americanization which is
continually going on at a rapid pace, is still a great in-
fluence in American Jewry, especially among the laboring
class and among the older foreign born Jews. It would be
erroneous, however, to think that the Jewish foreign press
is an agency for the conservation of old country ways and
ideals. Such may be the xase with the foreign press of
any other minority group who have good reasons for their
attachments to the lands from where they came.
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This is not the case with the Jewish immigrants, They
never leave any country because of wanderlust. It is usu-
ally persucution and religious and economic pressure that
drives them out of their native land and hence they have no
reason or desire to preserve their old attachments. On the
contrary, when they arrive in America they make every effort
for a speedy Americanization and success in this efiort can
be notice^ everywhere. "The Yidaish press has", as Miss
Lillian wald s^ys, "a distinct Americanizing influence....
The history of the United states, biographies of George
T/aohington, Abraham Lincoln, and other distinguished Ameri-
cans appear _n the pages 01 these papers". (1)
A thorough study was made of the civic value of
the Yiddish press by Lr. i^ordecai Soltes, and the results
are very significant. (5s) The investigation has established
that while the Yiddish press caters chiefly to immigrants,
its chief aim is not to keep its readers in touch with the
"old country" but rather to acquaint them with American
events and ideals. The Yiddish newspapers are in reality
"American newspapers in Yiddish" , as three-fifths of their
entire contents deal with purely American issues, and even
(1) Lillian Wald, ifew Americans , I.nmigration and Ameri-
canization
, p. 458.
It. i^ordecai Soltes, The Jewish Press an Americanizing
Agency, Jewish Experiences, pp. 120-124.
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the themes which are apparently Jewish in nature are not
in any sense foreign and simply embrace the social and re-
ligious problems of the Je wish group in Ame rica.
Styling the Yiddish press as a vital Americani-
zing agency, l>r. Soltes says| (1)
"It consciously attempts to bring the immigrant
readers nearer to America in sentiment, thought, and action,
by the constant discussion of American events and problems
—
political, economic, and cultural; by taking advantage o£
every opportunity to educate its readers up to the American
point of view in matters which have been generally accepted
and which &re beyond the realm of controversy. It endea-
vors to inculcate an understanding and respect for Ameri-
can institutions; to explain to its refers the signifi-
cance of American festivals and customs and to urge their
observance; to stimulate national pride in their adopted
country by pointing out the advantages of the American go-
vernment ana institutions in both form and spirit, by com-
parison and in contrast with those in otner countries; to
imbue its readers with American ideals and with reverence
for the principles of American democracy; to give them a
proper conception of .he duties and opportunities of Ame-
rican citizenship and to quictoen their sense of responsibility".
(1) Dr. iu.ordecai Soltes, The Jewish Iress an Americanizing
Agency, Jewish Experiences, pp. 130-134.
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CGNCIiUSIOfi
The problem of Jewish education should be a
matter of vit^l interest to every American who has the
welfare of America at heart. To Jews it is actually a
matter of life and death. Without Jewish education the
Je.v cannot survive nor could he make nis contribution
to American democracy as a citizen.
America is unique in many ways. Its people and
its culture do not come from one single source and do not
belong to one dominant group. All races, all groups and
all oultures have made their contributions to the growth
of this country and to the development of the American
people
•
American citizenship, therefore, makes it impe-
rative that every group that comes to these shores adhere
to its religion and preserve its own cultural heritage,
thus ennobling American uianhood and womanhood and enriching
American culture and character.
The spiritual heritage of the Jew, as we know,
is in his religion, culture, and history wh-LCh are all
embodied in the Book of Books, in Jewish traditions and
in his folk ways. It should be gratifying, therefore, to
Jews and non- Jews alike to see how American Jewry exerts

1*8
every possible ei'iort to preserve this heritage by fos-
tering its spirit arid knowledge among young and ola
through Jewish education.
Jewish education, therefore, is of gr f at citi-
zenship value as its main function is to preserve the Jew-
ish spirit as a dynamic influence in Jewish living, thus
integrating the American Jew into the spiritual lift of
his own people and the great democratic people of America,
strengthening his character and fashioning his personality
in the light of the best ideals of Israel and America,
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